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CRAPrER 1

INrRODUCTION

This paper deals with the ef'f'ects of "non-contingent success"

schedules in human probability learning. This chapter describes this

class of schedules, and outlines the reasons for studying them, Chapters

2 and 3 deal with the predictions derivable from various mathematical

models f'or probability learning, Chapter 4 reports an experiment inves-

tigating two non-contingent success schedules, and Appendices A and B

contain proofs of results used elsewhere in the paper,

The research described in this paper was motivated by problems

that.. arise in evaluating mathematical models for probability learning.

Throughout the discussion we will be concerned with the particular proba-

bility learning situation that has been most widely studied f'rom the

standpoint of mathematical learning theory. This is the binary prediction

situation, in which a subject is required, on each of' a sequence of trials,

to predict which one of' two outcomes, or O
2

, will occur, Following

each prediction the experimenter causes one of the outcomes to occur, As

an example, in a typical experiment subjects were required to predict

which one of two lights would come on at the end of' each trial; the sub-

ject indicated his prediction by pressing the appropriate member of' a

pair of' buttons and following this response one or the other light came

on (Frie~n, Burke, Cole, Keller, Millward, and Estes, 1964), A

Work on this' project was supported by The National Institute of
Mental Health (Predoctoral Fellowship 5-FL-MH-19386-03 (PS)), The
National Science Foundation (Grant GB-3878), and the United States
Public Health Service (Grant MH-6154).
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reinforcement schedule for a binary prediction experiment is a rv~e for

determining which outcome w·i.ll be presented on each trial. More precisely,

let and denote the :I'esponses associated with the prediction of

and respectively, and. let j\
:1 yrJ

and denote events corre-

sponding to the occurrence of

indicator random variables A
:t1

~ B.!.1.d.""i

a:::).d 0
'iJ

on trial n. We define

A
:c.

l,f A2,n

f
1 if' ()

lJn

0

ln

() if ()
2,,:0

Now a reinforcement schedule fOT B. bi.:CJE,ry predictio:o. experiment--thal:' :Ls,

for a sequence of binary pred:L: ti.iJD. t.rials :Lo.d,exed by n- - can be def:Lned

as a sequence of functions Ln )
:n 'In

determines the condit.ion.a.l

probability of o as a fU.:netion of the o"bservable history of the
lJn

experiment through the respof'.8c, Gn trJ.8..1 no Most experimental and

theoretical work has dealt witb the ,spe~jJ:i.J.. ease in w:tdeh TIn depe:nds

at most On the response aD tr1.8.1 (L, 'This is rsf'er:c€'d to as the case ot

Definition A reinforcement scbeo.ule ,j s a si.mple contingent schedu1e:

anel n n.'
c.

and every n



(1.1)

(1.2)

P{OI IA ,0 l' A l' ... , 01' AI) = rtl,n -~,n n- n-

p{ 02 IA2 ,0 l,A l' ... , 01' A ) = rt2Ju,n n- n- -"l

Binary prediction experiments designed explicitly to evaluate

mathematical learning models have most often employed a special case

of simple contingent reinforcement in which the outcomes are completely

independent of the history of the experiment, i.e., rtl = 1 - rt2 . In

this case, which is usually referred to as "non-contingent reinforce-

ment", the Common value of ',rt l and 1- "2 is denoted by 1l. We will call

schedules of this sort ~-contingent outcome (NCO) schedules. This

terminology points up the fact that when rtl = 1 - rt2 it is the

outcomes, rather than "re_in:forcements ll in the sense of "rewards Tt
)

which are independent of the subjects' responses. We emphasize the

distinction because in this paper we are concerned with a class of

simple contingent schedules in which T1rewardsu are, in fact, indepen-

dent of the subjects' responses:
,

Definition A ~-contingent success (NCS) schedule with parameter B

is a simple contingent schedule in which rt
l

= rt
2

= B

In other words, under a NCS schedule the probability that the outcome

will agree with the prediction is B regardless of the prediction.

Consequently there is no way for the subject to increase (or decrease)

his percentage of correct predictions. Under NCO schedules, on the

other hand, (and' in general under all simple contingent schedules

except those for which rt
l

= rt
2

) the probability of a correct

prediction is directly proportional to the probability of predicting
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the outcome having the higher proDaDility of occurrence. NCO and NCS

schedules are equivalent only in the special case n ~ 5 ~ .5.

This thesis is concerned with NCS schedules as a means .for comparing

two learning models which, although very different conceptually, are

virtually undistinguishable under NCO schedules. The next section

describes these models and indicates briefly how each can be regarded

as representative of a wider class of models generated by certain simple

assumptions.

Linear and Pattern Models

In the class of stochastic learning models introduced by Bush

and Mosteller (1955) a subject's "state of learning" on any trial n

of an experiment is represented by a vector of response probabilities

Pn ~ (Pl ,P2 ' ... ,p ) . The vector Pn completely determines,n ,n r,n

the subject's behavior on trial n in the sense that, for

i ~ 1, 2, ... ,r (where r is the number of responses available):

PtA. Ip, H 1) ~ Pl· n
l, n n n- ,

for every event H
n-l of the form (We

assume a constant stimulus situation.) In the binary prediction

situation the vector P
n

can be replaced by a scalar: p :
n

corresponding to a
l

response probability on trial n. In working

with models of this sort it has generally been assumed that the process

by which the sequence of p values is generated is independent of

path in the sense that Ph+l depends only on Pn and the (observable)

reinforcing events on trial n (Sternberg, 1963). In the binary
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prediction situation it is natural to consider as reinforcing events

the four possible response-outcome combinations (al , 0l)' (a2, 0l)'

(al , O2), (a2, O2), Because of the symmetry of the situation it is

reasonable to assume that the event (a2, O2) has the same effect on

a2 response probability as the event (al , °l) has on al response

probability, and similarly that (al , O2 ) has the same effect on

has on p.
n

These considerations, together with

path independence, lead to the general model

Pn + u(p ) if A 0n l,n l,n

Pn + v(p ) if A 0n 2,n l,n

(L3) Pn+l =
- v(l -p ) if A 0Pn n l,n 2,n

p - u(l - P ) if A 0
n n 2,n 2,n

where u and v are suitably restricted functions.

As an initial specialization of (l.3) we consider the linear

model with experimenter-subject controlled events (Bush and Mosteller,

1955, Chapter l3).

if A
l,n ol,n

(L4)
(l - 82 )Pn + 82

(l - 82 )Pn

(l - 8l )Pn

if A 0
2,n l.,n

if A 0l,n 2,n

if A 0
2,n 2,n

Except for the case TIl = TI2 it has not been possible to determine the

aSYJI[ltotic mean response probability lim E(p) (= lim P(A
l

)) for
n nn--t 00 n-7 00 ,
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the model (1.4). For this reason applications of this model to NCO

experiments have been confined to the special case 81 = 82 (experimenter

controlled events). Although this would seem to be a serious restriction

it is doubtful that the general case of (1.4) would provide a substan-

tially better fit .to statistics computed from group data obtained

from NCO experiments. It can be shown (see Appendix A) that the

general model implies the following relation for the asymptotic p

distribution

(1. 5)

Vanishing of the left side of (1.5) is e~uivalent to probability

matching:

:It •

Since the right side of (1.5) vanishes if and only if 81 = 82

(assuming 1t f. .5), it is clear that the linear model with experimenter-

subject controlled events predicts probability matching only for the

special case of experimenter controlled events. In view of the fact

that fairly close probability matching at the level of the group

learning curve is typically found in experiments using NCO schedules

(Estes, 1965; Luce and Suppes, 1965) -- at least when no monetary

pay-offs are involved -- it would seem that any attempt to estimate

81 and 8
2

from group data in these experiments would necessarily

A '"'
A A

lead to 8 '" 82 . (That is, the difference between 81
and 82 is1

constrained by the closeness of the probability matching.)
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From now on we will use the term "linear model" to refer to the

model (1.4) restricted to the special case 81 = 82 , Historically

this has been by far the most widely studied model for probability

learning. In spite of its simplicity the linear model's predictions

for a wide range of statistics have been remarkably accurate in

several experiments (e.c. Estes and Straughan, 1954; Friedman et al.

1964; Suppes and Atkinson, 1960). In one respect, however, the linear

model is always deficient: it seriously under-predicts the variance

in asymptotic response seQuences. Because of inadeQuacies of this

sort, and also because of certain computational difficulties in the

linear model, attention has recently shifted to a model that is

based on Quite different underlying assumptions. This is the N

element pattern model (Atkinson and Estes, 1963; Estes, 1959; Estes

and Suppes, 1959; Suppes and Atkinson, 1960). As applied to the

binary prediction situation (Atkinson and Estes, 1963) this model

assumes that the effective stimulus on each prediction trial can be

represented by a fixed set of N stimulus elements. Each element is

conditioned either to al or On each trial the subject samples

exactly one of the elements and makes the response conditioned to that

element. The probability of sampling any element is assumed to be

1N' If the response on a trial is correct the conditioning state of

the element sampled on that trial remains unchanged. If the response

is incorrect (i.e., disagrees with the outcome) the conditioning

7



state of the sampled element changes, with probability c, to agree

with the outcome that occurred, while with probability 1 - c the

conditioning state of the element remains unchanged. In either event

the sampled element is returned to the pool of stimulus elements and

the same process is repeated on the next trial.

If we let k denote the random variable corresponding to the
n

number of elements conditioned to

trial n, we have

on (at the beginning of)

k
n

N

which is analogous to the comparable "state of learning" equation for

the linear models. The "change of state" equations for the N

element model can be written in the form

k
+1:n

if A 0 C
N N 2,n l,n n

k k
1(1.6) n+l n if ~,n 0 C

N If- N 2,n n

kn otherwise
N

where C is an "effectiveness of conditioning" event which has
n

probability c of occurring on trial n independent of the rest of

the process.

The N element model is a special case of the fixed sample size

model of stimulus sampling theory (Estes and Suppes, 1959; Atkinson
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and Estes, 1963). If we suppress the stimulus sampling aspect of the

process and let c = 1 it can also be regarded as a stochastic

Since learning occurs only

restricted to the

ku(-) = 0,
N

model of the form (1.3),

1 2
lattice points 0, N' N'

on the events (aI' O2)

with response probability

N - 1
--N-' l.

and (a2, 01) we have and

k 1
v(N) = N' Under this interpretation the N element model differs from

the linear model primarily in that it only permits changes in the state

of learning following an error, whereas the linear model allows for

changes on all trials regardless of the relationship between reponses

and outcome.

Although comparisons of the N element and linear models for

NCO schedules have found the N element model to be somewhat superior

(Friedman et al., 1964, p. 271; Suppes and Atkinson, 1960, ch. 10),

the issue between the two models has not been resolved by these

experiments. To begin with, the N element model has two free

parameters: c and N, while the linear model has only the learning

rate parameter e. A natural way to equate the number of parameters

in the two models (and still retain the prediction of probability

matching in both cases) is to weaken the linear model's assumption

that the occurrence of an outcome always leads to a change in the p

value. In place of this assumption we can suppose that the outcomes

° and ° lead to the transformations (1 - e)p + e andl,n 2,n n

(1 - e)p only with some probability c, while with probability 1 - c
n

Pn+l = Pn regardless of the outcome on trial n. In this case we have

9



(1 - a)p + a if 0 C
n l,n n

(1.7)
Pn+l (1 - a)p if 0 C. n 2,n n

Pn otherwise

where C is defined as in (1.6). In terms of Estes and Suppes'
n

formulation of the linear model (1959) this is equivalent to assuming

that with probability 1 - c the outcome on any trial leads to an

E reinforcing event. The effects of such an assumption in the contexto

of paired associates learning have been studied by Norman (1964), who

called this extended linear model the random trial increment (RTI)

model. In paired associates learning the reason for introducing the

parameter c is to account for the relatively small changes observed in

pre-criterion response probabilities. From the standpoint of probability

learning, however, it is clear that this extension does not change

anything important in the structure of the linear model, or reduce the

fundamental conceptual differences between that model and the N

element model. In particular the RTI model retains the assumption that

changes in response probability can occur on any trial regardless of

whether the subjects prediction is correct or incorrect. Intuitively

the only effect of introducing the parameter c is to increase the

number of possible sample paths in the Pn process, and thereby

increase the variance in the response process. Nevertheless it can be

shown that the RTI model and the N element model are virtually

identical for experiments using NCO reinforcement schedules.

Specifically, it will be shown in Chapter 2 that in the case of NCO

10



reinforcement the two models imply exactly the same functional

relationships amoung the expectations of a large class of statistics,

including all those normally considered in the analysis of binary

prediction experiments. A consequence of this result is that if any

pair of statistics in this class is used (via the method of moments)

to estimate the parameters of both models, the two models will predict

exactly the same values for every other statistic in the class. From

a practical point of view this result all but eliminates the possibility

of differentiating between the two models on the basis of results from

experiments using NCO schedules.

The fact that it is so difficult in principle to compare the N

element and RTI models under NCO reinforcement is not too surprising,

since a schedule of this type does not exploit the fundamental difference

between the two models. The situation under NCS reinforcement is quite

different. Consider the case 5 1. Since the subject is always

"correct" in this condition the N element model predicts that no

change will occur over trials in individual subject response prob-

abilities. If a subject begins a sequence of 5 = 1 trials with k

of the N elements conditioned to his subsequent responses will
•

form a sequence of Bernoulli trials with parameter Under the

assumptions of the RTI model, on the other hand, a sequence of such

trials will cause an individual subject's sequence of values to

converge to zero or one as n~ooo This convergence follows from the fact

that when 5 = 1, (1.7) implies

11



(1.8) E(p lip, p l' .,. , Pl) = p .n+ n n- n

A stochastic process which satisfies (1.8) is called a martingale

(Doob, 1953). It can be shown that every bounded martingale converges

with probability one to a limiting random variable -- which we call

Poo here. (an accessible proof is provided in Khinchin, 1957). In the

case of the RTI model the distribution of Poo is concentrated at zero

and one, with

(1.9)

To prove (1.9) we note that (1.8), together with the Markov property of

the Pn process, implies

which implies

In the special case in which Pl is identically equal to some

constant p this becomes

Thus establishes that (1.9) is true provided Poo is concentrated at

zero and one. To show this it is sufficient to observe that for any x

in (0, 1), and any € such that

. ( ex. € < mln 2:-e'

12
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the probability th~t Pn remains in (x - E, X + E) for m consecutive

trials, given that it is in this neighborhood on some trial, is

(1 - c)m. Thus the probability that a seQuence of Pn values remains

in an E neighborhood of any x in (0, 1) on every trial after

some point in the experiment is zero. ConseQuently the probability

of a seQuence converging to any pOint in (0, 1) is zero. But

by the martingale theorem every realization of the Pn process

(strictly, almost every) converges to some point in [0, 1], and

the only points remaining are ° and 1.

The convergence of individual Pn seQuences in the case B = 1

is reflected at the level of responses by a decrease over trials in

the probability of an alternation--i.e., of a response which differs

from the preceding response. It will be shown in Chapter 3

( ce2)n-l.this probability decreases geometrically as 1-

that

The

N element model, of course, predicts that the probability of an

alternation remains constant over any number of B = 1 trials. Thus

the NCB schedule B = 1 provides a situation in which the N element

and RTI models make sharply different predictions.

The case B = 1 is not the only NCB schedule which permits a

clear comparison of the N element and RTI models. For any B the

RTI model predicts that the probability of an alternation following

m consecutive "success" trials (that is, trials on which the

schedule generates outcomes agreeing with whatever response the subject

happens to make) decreases geometrically with m, whereas the N

element model implies that this probability does not depend on m.

13



If 5 is relatively large, so that the event "m consecutive success

trials" occurs a substantial number of times for several vi'l],ues of m,

the observed conditional proportions for m = 1,2, .;:' can be used to

compare the two models.

Previous Research

The general area of probability learning has recently been re-

viewed by Estes (1965) and by Luce and Suppes (1965). Previous exper-

imental studies of NCS schedules for binary prediction appear to be

confined to the cases 5

employed se~uences of 5

.5 and 5 = 1. A number of experiments have

.5 trials, but this has always been regarded

as the n =.5 case of NCO reinforcement, and no one. seems to have

reported se~uential data that would permit a comparison of the sort

mentioned in the previous paragraph. For the most part binary

prediction experiments using·simple contingent reinforcement have

been concerned with the probability matching prediction of the linear

(and N element) models:

(1.10) lim
n--> 00

P(Al )
,n

From this standpoint the case n
l

= n
2

=.5 is not particularly

interesting; the symmetry of the situation leads many models to predict

matching here even though they do not predict it in general. As a

conse~uence blocks of n =.5 trials have usually not been included

in order to study the learning process for this condition, but in

order to preset the mean response probability at .5, or for "warm-up"

14



purposes. TYPically the block length has been quite inadequate to

provide sufficient data for a worthwhile comparison based on successive

double reward trials. In the one experiment that apparently did

obtain a large amount of rt =.5 data (10 subjects, 1000 trials at

rt = .5) the estimated asymptotic mean response probability was .4

rather than .5. (Edwards, 1961, reported in Luce and Suppes, 1965.)

This anomalous result suggests an asymmetry in the experimental design,

since rt =.5 uniformly leads to probability matching in other

experiments.

The case 0 = 1 was first studied from the standpoint of the

linear model by Bush and Mosteller (1955), who proved the convergence

of in this condition. Rose (1965) studied this situation from

the standpoint of a general family of models satisfying (1.3) and

certain weak assumptions on the function u. His results include a

convergence theorem that is not based on martingale theory, and conditions

under which the response process A contains at most a finite number
n

of alternations. (Interestingly, almost sure convergence of the response

probability process is not sufficient to imply the latter; Rose gives

a counter-example.) Rose also analysed a number of experiments in

h o h "t" f th .. -W J..e every response was carree ; none 0 ese were .bYnary. pre...;

.dic.-tion· experiments. Norman and Yellott (1966) studied the same family

of models from a somewhat different point of view. They were concerned

with the "double reward" (0 = 1) situation as a basis for restricting

this class of models to forms which predict marginal constancy when 0 = 1:

(1.11)

15
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The name "marginal constancy" for this prediction was suggested by

W.K. Estes. Norman and Yellott considered the implications for all

other simple contingent schedules of assuming that a model (of ,the

family mentioned above) predicts (1.11) under double reward, and showed

that among such models only the linear model could also predict certain

types of probability matching.

The only binary prediction experiment in which the reinforcement

schedule was NCS: 5 = 1 appears to be one reported by Arima (1965).

In this experiment 40 subjects were run through 30 consecutive 5 = 1

trials as part of a larger study dealing with the effects of free versus

forced choice trials in probability learning. Before beginning the

5 = 1 phase all subjects had fifty n =.5 trials as a w~rm-up. The

results of the 5 = 1 phase were consistent with the marginal constancy

prediction; but this would be expected from the symmetry of the
,

situation. The nature of the marginal constancy obtained in this

experiment is suggested by Arima's comment: "Closer inspection of the

performance of the 40 free-choice control [5 = 1] subjects revealed

that 10 subjects perseverated position responses [i.e., made the same

response on all 30 trials] and 10 subjects perseverated patterns of

single, double, and triple alternations over the 30 trials." Arima's

results appear to be reasonably consistent with those reported in

Chapter 4; they will be discussed in that chapter.

An outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. Chapter 2

deals with the RTI and N element model predictions for NCO schedules.

The class of statistics within which these models must make' identical

predictions is described and a proof of this result is presented. This

16



chapter also describes a third model--the "N element-linear model"-

which is eQuivalent to the other two within the same class of statistics.

Chapter 3 deals with the predictions of the RTl, N element, and N

element-linear models under NCB reinforcement schedules. Chapter 4

describes an experiment which studied two NCB schedules: 0 ~ .8

and 0 ~ 1.

17



CHAPTEH 2

SOME DIFFICULTIES IN COMPARING MODELS FOH
EXPEHIIvlENTS WITH NON-CONTINGENT OUTCOMES

The object of this chapter is to show that experiments with non-

contingent outcome schedules will not readily distinguish between the

N element and HTI models for binary prediction. A more precise state-

ment of this claim would be awkward at this point, but we can describe

the results of the chapter as indicating that such experiments will not

allow a straightforward comparison of the two models based only on their

"first order" predictions. An implication is that NCO experiments are

not very efficient devices for comparing the two models.

The results of binary prediction experiments are usually analysed in

terms of a number of summary statistics. These generally include the mean

learning curve and various. "asymptotic sequential statistics." The latter

are the averages (across subjects) of the averages (over trials) of such

random variables as (AnOnA
n

+l ). Normally these are evaluated for n::: n*,

where n* is relatively large, say 100, in order that they may be assumed

to be estimates of corresponding asymptotic probabilities, e.g.,

lim
D---7 co

P(AOA 1).
n n n+

(see, for example, Friedman et al., 1964). The legit-

imacy of this assumption need not be discussed here; all the models we

consider imply that the stochastic process of observable responses and

outcomes is ergodic in the sense that its asymptotic behavior is stationary

and independent of the initial "state of learning." Thus we may accept the

fact that such quantities as lim
n---7 co

P(A °A )n n n+l exist and depend only on the

reinforcement schedule and certain learning rate parameters. And we may

18



assume that there exist statistics (the Cesaro means described above)

which are essentially unbiased estimates of these asymptotic probabilities

and in fact converge to them in probability as the number of trials in

an experiment becomes large. (Lamperti and Suppes, 1963; Atkinson

and Estes, 1963; Rose, 1964)

These assumptions justify the standard procedure for evaluating

models for binary prediction. TYPically a model specifies the

expectations of various statistics as functions of its parameters.

These parameters are estimated by equating a sufficient number of ob

served statistics to their theoretical expectations and solving these

equations for the parameters. The estimates obtained in this way are

used to "predict" the remaining statistics by substituting into the

expressions for their expectations. In this sense evaluation involves

using the model to predict relationships between observed statistics;

the model fits the data to the extent that the observed statistics

satisfy the predicted relationships between their expectations. Other

estimation methods are used, e.g., least squares minimization and

pseudo maximum likelihood techniques (Suppes and Atkinson, 1960), but

these achieve essentially the same result. A comparison between two

models involves exactly the same procedure; predictions are computed

for both models and compared to the data; one model is judged

superior to another if its predictions are uniformly (and substantially)

closer to the data.

Clearly the results of the sort of comparison procedure just

described will depend on the class of statistics considered. To take

19



an extreme example, if only the mean learning curve is examined in an

NCO experiment the one element case of the N element model cannot be

distinguished from the RTI model, since in both cases the appropriate

theoretical expression is

P(A
1
- ) = n + (1 - a)n-l(p(A

l
1) - n)

,n ,

where a equals c for the one element model and ce for the RTI

modeL However the two models are easily distinguished on the basis

of the se'luential statistic
A

p(JL -'-lt A
l ..• 01 ).l,n. ,n ,n

This suggests that

the more statistics considered the better. In practice, however, the

number of statistics employed in evaluation is limited by the amount of

computation involved in obtaining theoretical expressions, and, more

significantly, by the requirement that statisLies used for this purpose

be based on a substantial number of cases,

We now consider a class of statistics which includes all the

quantities normally used in evaluating models for the NCO case of

binary prediction. In fact, most experiments have considereo_ only

a few of these statistics, and apparently only one study (Suppes and

Atkinson, 1960, ch. 10) has considered an asymptotic sequential

statistic that is not in this class. We can define this class,

denoted by Z, as the set of all statistics in a binary prediction

experiment which have as their expectations anyone of the following

quantities:

(2,1.1) ptA ); n-l,n
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(2.102) lim
n--> 00

P(Al 10. lAo 1),n l,n- J,n-
i = 1, 2 ; j 1, 2

lim
n--> 00

j = 1, 2 ; m = 1, 2, •..

(2.104)

(2.105)

lim P(Al + 10. )
n~oo ,n ill J,n

lim var( r An+k )
n--> 00 k=l

j 1, 2 ; m = 1, 2, ••.

ill ::;;: 1, 2, "G"

(2.106) lim
n--> 00

ptA 10. ... 0 )
l,n+m 1,n i,n+m-l

i = 1, 2 ; m = 1, 2, ••.

In principle, of course, a finite experiment may not yield statistics

with expectations exactly equal to the limiting probabilities (2.1.2)-

(2.1.6). However as we noted earlier the evaluation of binary prediction

models depends heavily on the (justifiable) practice of assuming that

the terminal portion of a long experiment is a realization of a station-

ary stochastic process. From a practical point of view, Z corresponds

to the statistics that we use to estimate the quantities (2.1.1)-(2.1.6).

Now suppose we set out to compare the RTI and N element models

on the basis of the class Z. Let and denote any pair of

statistics in Z that can be used to estimate parameters under both

models, and let ~(c, e) and Nk(c, N) denote the expectations of

any Sk in Z under the RTI and N element models respectively. We

intend to show that if the parameters of both models are estimated by

solving the equations
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(2.2) s. = ER(Si) = R.(c, e)
l l

S. = ER(Sj) = R. (c, e)
J J

and

(2.3) S. = EN(Si) N. (c, N)
l l

S. = EN(Sj) N. (c, N)
J J

for c and 8, and c and N, then the predictions of the two models

for any Sk will be identical.

solutions of (2.3),solutions of (2.2), and

Letting

and

'irij

the

and denote the

we can express this result as

(2.4) N
k

( c .. , N.. )
lJ lJ

for every 8i , 8j , and 8
k

in Z. (note that both sides of (2.4) are

expressions in 8i and 8
j
.) In other words if we use the same pair of

statistics to estimate parameters under both models, their predictions

will agree for every statistic in Z, and this holds for any pair of

estimators. From a practical standpoint this means that a comparison

based on Z will be entirely inconclusive; the two models cannot be

distinguished over this set of statistics.

We note at this point that if (2.4) holds for a particular i and j,

and all k, then it holds for every i, j, k. For suppose (2.4) is true

for 8
1

and 8
2 and any 8k · If we pick another pair 8i , 8. to esti-

J

mate the parameters < c, e > and < c, N >, we can use these to predict

81 and 82 for both models. But' the two models will necessarily predict

the same value for 81 and the same value for 8
2

, since
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by assumption S. is the same function of Sl and 8
2

under both
l

models and S. is the same function of Sl and S2 under both
J

models. Since the predicted Sl and S2 values are the same for

both models, we can treat these predictions as if they were data,

solve for (*12' 812 ) and (c12 ' N12) , (we necessarily obtain the

original (*ij' 8ij ) and (cij , Nij )) and predict the remaining

statistics. By assumption these predictions will be the same for both

models, and they are the predictions generated by (*ij' 8ij ) and

(c ij , Nij )·

In order to prove (2.4) it is convenient to consider a very

general and rather cumbersome model for binary prediction which we

call the c-8-N model. This model contains as special cases the

linear model, the N element model, the RTI model, and a third

two-parameter model: The N element-linear model, which is equivalent

to the other two over the class =. The c-8-N model was

originally suggested by W. K. Estes as a device for comparing these

special cases. By estimating all the parameters of the general model

from the results of an experiment one could, hopefully, determine

which of the special cases came closest to the data without having to

perform a separate analysis for each case. The difficulties which

arose in attempting to carry out this program led to the result which

is the subject of this chapter.

In the N element model we assume that each of the stimulus

elements is conditioned in an all or none fashion to or The

c-8-N model generalizes this notion by assuming that corresponding to
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every element W.
1

there is a number o < w. < 1
- 1

which represents the

probability of making response

w. (i = I, 2,
l,n

, N)

a
l

denote the

when is sampled. ,Let

response probability attached

probability of sampling any element is

to element Wi at the beginning of trial n. We assume that

Al. On every trial the subject samples exactly one element; the

1
'N.

A2. If Wi is sampled on trial n,

of A. is w.l,n

and w. =w,
l,n

the probability

A3. If Wi is sampled on trial n, then regardless of the response

on trial n,

w = (1 - S)w. + SO
i,n+l l,n n

and

w. 1 = w.l,n+ l,n

where c is a constant for all nand i.

with probability c

with probability 1 - c

A4. If Wi is not sampled on trial n, then with probability one

w.
l,n

Relevant special cases of the c-S-N model arise when c = N = 1

(the linear model); N = 1 (the RTI model); S = 1 (the N element

model); and c = 1 (the N element-linear model). Occasionally in

the remainder of the paper we will refer to the three two-parameter

cases in terms of their free parameters:
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The c-e model RTI model,

c-N model ~ N element model,

e-N model ~ N element-linear model.

In appendix B the following expressions are derived from the c-e-N

model for a binary prediction experiment with non-contingent outcomes

and 0
1

probability rt:

(2.6)

[
N - IJ cert-- +-

N N

(2.8)

(2.9) P( AI IOIA2) rt + ce + _rt_ [~ _ ceJ _ _I [1 - ceJ
N l-rtN N 1 - rt N

(2.10) P(~102A2)
rt

[N - ~J _1- [1 ; ceJrt +--
1 - rt 1 - rt

e
rt + N( 2 e) [1 - rt][ 1 - ce]

(2.14) p( A IA ) - rt e rt[l - clJ]
-~ 2 - - N(2 - e)

(2.15) lim
n-> 00

cov(A , A
k

)
n n+ [

1 _ ce]k-l[l - ce][ert(l - rt)J.
N N (2 - e)
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(2.16) lim
M

Var I
k~l

A
n+k

~ 1iIJ1(1 - n)

2n (1 - Jl)(l - cS) [M _ .E..( i~[i -CSJM) J
c(2 - S) cS··. N .

(2.17) lim
n--? co

P(AI k 102 ),n+ ,n
Jl - Jl cS

N (
CS)k-l1 -
N

In tbe expressions above the absence of subscripts, e.g., in

(2.7), indicates this is the limit of the corresponding se<J.uential

probability, e.g., lim
n-> 00

In expressions involving y;

It will be seen that (2.6) corresponds to (2.l.1), (2.. 7) through

(2.10) to (2.l.2), (2.15) to (2.l.3), (2.16) to (2.l.5), and (2.17)

to (2.1.4). Tbe <J.uantity (2.1.6) is equivalent to the learning curve

(2.6) if we substitute Jl for p(~ 1)' m for n, and 1 or °,
for Jl accordingly as 0i ~ 01 or 02' E<J.uations in (2.6)-(2.17)

that do not directly correspond to one of the <J.uantities in (2.1) are

included for convenience.

Now suppose 81 and 82 are any two statistics in = which can

be used to estimate parameters for any of the two parameter cases of the

c-S-N model. It is convenient to suppose that 81 is an estimate of

the learning rate cS
N

(Le. , c
cS, iii' or

S
N respectively for the

c-S, c-N, and S-N models.) For example we can let
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so that we can set c: ~ S1 in (2.6-2.17). It is clear that any

ce
expression involving only ~ as a unit will be the same function of

Sl for all three of the two parameter models. This takes care of the

learning curve (2.6), the first order se~uential probability (2.11),

and the remote association curve (2.17).

To estimate the two parameters of every model separately we take

e(l - ce)
~ -'-;N~(7"2--'::";e+)

Solving for the parameters in terms of S1 and S2 yields

(c-N model)

N
1

(c-e model)

e
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(e-N model)

Now we note from (2.13) and (2.14) that P(~iAl) + P(Al !A2 ) = 2n, so

P(~IA2) depends only on 8
2

and its predicted value will be the same

for all three models as a function of 82 ,

Next consider the asymptotic variance in blocks of size

M - eq. (2.16). We see that except for the factor

2n(1 - n)(l - ce)
e(2 - e) ,

the expression (2.16) depends only on the learning rate

computation shows that

1 _ ce P(All~) - P(~IA2)

c(2 - e) = P(~tOl) - P(All02)

ce
N' A simple

and both the numerator and denominator of the right side of this

equation have already been shown to be identical functions of 81 and

82 for all three models. Thus the variance expression is the same

function of 8
1

and 8
2

for all three models. This suggests that the

covariance (An' An+k ) - eq. (2.15) will also be the same for all three

models, and computation shows this to be the case.

We have now shown the required identities for all equations except

(2.7), (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10). It is clear from symmetry considerations
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that we need only consider P(AII02Al) and P(~IOl~). (Since

P(AII02A2) ~ 1 - P(A2102A2)' which is equivalent to 1 - P(AIIOIAl)

by a relabeling of n; and P(AIIOIA2) ~ 1 - P(A2101A2) is equivalent

by the same relabeling to 1 - P(AII02Al).) Since

+ ce
N

it remains only to show the required identity for P(AII02~). A

lengthy calculation shows that, for all three of the two parameter

cases J

This completes the proof of (2.4).

Earlier we mentioned that there is one type of asymptotic sequential

statistic that has been used to evaluate models for NCO experiments

(Suppes and Atkinson, 1960, ch. 10), but is not in Z. This is the set

of second order sequential statistics corresponding to

lim

n--? '"
ptA. 1o. A ,0, 2A 2)2,n J,n-l-K,n-l »,n- ID,n-

These quantities were excluded from Z because (2.4) does not, in fact

hold for them. A moment's thought will indicate the reason for this.

It will be recalled from Chapter 1 that the conditional probability of

an alternation following m suc·cess: trials unde.r NCB. rei.nforcement

is a constant for all m in the N element model, but declines

geometrically with m in the RTI model whenever ce > 0. Ij)".particular
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consider the quantities

(2.18)

(2.19)

lim P(An ~ An_II An_l On_I) , and
n--> 00

lim P(An ~ An_II An_l
~

°n-l' A °n_2)n-2n--> 00

Under NCS reinforcement with ° < 6 < 1 the RTI model implies that (2.19)

is strictly less than (2.18) if ce > 0: the ratio (2.19) over (2.18)

is (1

(2.19)

2ce). The N element model, on the other hand, implies

(2.18) for all values of c and N, if c > ° (see Chapter 3).

Since the NCS schedule 6 ~.5 is equivalent to the NCO schedule n ~ .5

it is clear that the N element and RTI models are not identical for all

NCO schedules. In particular, (2.4) cannot hold if = includes statistics

whose expectations are equal to (2.18) and (2.19). Since (2.19) is a

compound of the second order sequential probabilities

p(AnIOn_1An_lOn_2~_2)' it is clear that these quantities must be

excluded from = if (2.4) is to hold. However it should be noted that,

for the range of parameters normally encountered in practice, the ratio

of (2.19) to (2.18) implied by the RTI model will be very close to 1,

i.e., (1 - ce2
) will be on the order of .97. Consequently we would

not expect the second order sequential statistics of a n ~.5 exper-

iment to support a clear choice of one model over the other.

The reader is now in a position to evaluate our original claim that

experiments with NCO schedules will not "readily" distinguish between the

RTI and N element models. The qualifier is required because it is

possible in principle to differentiate between the models on the basis
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of an NCO experiment. However it is certainly clear that we cannot

confine a comparison to the "first-order" predictions corresponding to

the Z statistics. In the next chapter we deal with NCB schedules,

and show that for these schedules the two models make non-parametrically

different first-order predictions which are easily evaluated in an

experiment of reasonable dimensions.
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CHAPTER 3

PREDICTIONS FOR NON-CONTINGENT SUCCESS SCHEDULES

In this chapter we examine the predictions of the N element, RTI,

and N element-linear models for non-contingent success schedules. In

view of the results discussed in Chapter 2 we are particularly interested

in predictions that differentiate the models on a non-parametric basis.

This means that we will be concerned with the two kinds of marginal

constancy (eq. (1.11)) discussed in Chapter 1: the marginal constancy

of the N element model, which reflects a corresponding stochastic

constancy (stationarity) in the individual response sequences; and the

marginal constancy of the RTI model, which masks a gradual fixation in

individual response sequences.

First, some notation. Recall from Chapter 1 that a non-contingent

success (NCS) schedule is a simple contingent schedule in which

p( 01 IAl ) = p( 02 . IA2 ) = O. These schedules can be thought of as,n ,il ,il,n

generating Bernoulli sequences of Ilsuccessesl1 and Ilfailuresl~ in the same

way that NCO schedules generate Bernoulli sequences of o is
1

We will use 6 to denote the event corresponding to a success on
n

trial TI, and 1:0
n

to denote the complement of 6, ioe., a failure on
n

trial n. A (response) alternation is said to occur on trial n if

the response on trial n is different than the response on trial n - 1,

A fA l-'n n-
We define indicator random variables

S A(l-A _)+A (l-A)
n n n-~ n-l n
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Clearly Sn = 1 if an alternation occurs on trial n, and Sn = 0

otherwise. We will be particularly concerned with the conditional

probability of an alternation given m consecutive success trials:

p( S = 11 Lfl 1)'n n-

pis - 116 ••• 6 ) Occasionally we will denote the intersectionn - n-l n-m •

6 6 •• , 6 by 6m 1; in this case we write
n-l n-2 n-m n-

Except for an occasional reference to martingale theory the methods

used to obtain the results below are those commonly employed with these

models (Atkinson and Estes, 1963; Estes and Suppes, 1959; Sternberg,

1963). Since NCS schedules are a special case of simple contingent

schedules, and the latter have been widely studied, we can make use of

a number of previous results. In particular, whenever 0 < 0 < 1 and

the learning rate parameter is greater than zero (i.e., cB > 0, c!N > 0,

B!N > 0 in the c-B, c-N, B-N models respectively) the response proba-

bility random variables Pn' k !N, and Win) have asymptotic distri
n

but ions that depend only on 0 and the learning parameters. In the

case of the N element model this is shown in Atkinson and Estes (1963).

For the RTI model it follows from a theorem of Lamperti and Suppes

(1963, Theorem 4.1) if we let the events CO and CO
nl,n n2,ll

correspond

to the events liE = 1 11 and liE = 2" in their formulation, and
n n

interpret the event C
n

(C complement) to be their
n

event.

If W. is sampled
l

For consider the process

stimulus element

A proof for the N element-linear model follows from the ergodicity of

(wi,n1:=1 corresponding to

(with probability l!N) ,

the RTI modeL

then w. 1 = (1 - B)w. + eo , otherwisel,n+ l,n n w = w. •
i,n+l l,D

Since o
n

"depends only on A , the change in
n

(w. 1l,n when is sampled depends
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only on the current value of the process. It is clear then that

{w.. } is an BTl process, with c = liN, And it is clear that asl,n

n ~oo, the random variables w. , ,l,n
i 1, 2, , N, become inde-

pendent and identically distributed, so that

lim pew < (D_, ,., , wN n:S (DN)
n--7

00
I,n - 1. ,

The case B = 1 leads to a non-ergodic process in all of the models

considered. Consequently we deal with it separately, beginning with the

N element modeL

B = 1: The N Element Model

As before we let k denote the number of elements conditioned to
n

a l at the beginning of trial n. Clearly in the case B = 1, kn = kl ,

since no element can change its conditioning state on a success trial.

Consequently for a fixed value of k
l

the sequence

is a Bernoulli sequence, with

fA ; n = 1, 2, , ••
n

The probability of an alternation in such a sequence is

n 1, 2, Q Q ~

pes
n

n 2, 3, 'H Q

In general we regard kl as a random variable, with VI = ~ E(kl ),

1
= N2

Taking expectations in (3.1) and (3.2) leads to

peA
n
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p(s = 1)
n

In experimental applications we are concerned with the trial by

trial proportions of a
l

responses and alternations over a group of

subjects. Let A (i)
n

and S (i)
n

denote A and S for subject i,
n n

i ;::: 1, 2, 00 0 , s,

subject i, and let

k
l

0 the initial response random variable for
,1

A
n

S
n

I s
s L

i=l
S (i)

n

Then E(A) and E(S) are given by (3.3) and (3.4), withn n

VI = VI = 1: L E(k 0 )s 0 1,1
1

V
2

= V
2

= 1: LE(k2 0)
s 0 1,1

1

In particular, suppose that a group of subjects is run for a large number

of trials on an NCO schedule with probability rr , and then shiftedo

to a double reward schedule. The asymptotic distribution of the number

of conditioned elements in the NCO phase will be binomial with parameters

rr and N (Atkinson and Estes, 1963) , so this will also be the distrio

bution of kl in the double reward phase. In this case

ECA )
n
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E(S )
n

N 12n (1 - n ) ------- ,
o 0 N

o ~ 1: The RTI Model

Rose (1965) provides a very thorough treatment of the case c ~ 1

(the linear model) 0 We will confine our discussion to a few predictions

on which the RTI and N element models disagree.

Under double reward we have

Because of the Markov property of the Pn process we can write

This is the martingale property referred to in Chapter 1. From (3.7)

it follows that

Since P(Al )
,n

E(P(AI Ip» ~ E(p ), (3.8) implies,n n n

n ~ 1, 2, ...

n :::; 1, 2, "."

where VI ~ E(Pl)o Equations (3.3) and (3.9) express the marginal

constancy predictions of the N element and RTI models for the double

reward condition.
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2 2
Now let V2,n = E(Pn)o From the fact that E(Pn+l)

we obtain the recursion

V2,n+l (1 - ce2)V2 + e~, n c 1 0

Letting V2 = V2 l' we have the solution,

The convergence of the P random va:riables can be measured by
n

E(p - P 1)2 0 Using (3010), we have
n n-

ioeo, the convergence is geometric in 2(l-ce)o At the level of

responses we measure the convergence by the probability of an alternation

on trial n:

p(s = 1)
n

To compute the last term:

E(A + A 1 - 2A A 1)n n- n n-

= 2Vl - 2E(A A 1) 0
n n-
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Using (3.10) we have

pis
n

Note that in (3,12) the quantities Vl and V2 can be regarded either

as moments of a non-degenerate distribution, or as p and 2
P in

the case of a particular sequence with initial al response probability

Pl = p.

A comparison of (3.12) and (3.4) indicates a clear difference

between the RTI and N element models. According to (3.12) the

expected proportion of alternations per trial should decrease geometri-

cally to zero whenever the learning rate cB is positive, whereas

according to (3.4) there should be·no trend at allover a sequence of

success trials of any length.

6 = 1: The N Element-LinearModel

The asymptotic behavior of the B-N model under double reward is

determined by the fact that each of the response probability processes

(w. ), i = 1, 2,l,n
Goo , N, is in effect an RTI process, consequently

a martingale, and hence converges to one or zero, with

PlUm
n--. 00

w.l,n - 11 w. 1) =
l, w. 1 'l,

In the limit then, each of the wi will be zero Or one, and the behavior

of the subject will be determined by random sampling from a collection

of what amount to conditioned elements, just as it is in the N element

model. The difference between the two models is that in the B-N model



the probability of an alternation decreases to the asymptotic value,

whereas the N element model implies that this probability is a constant

over the

Let

entire sequence of success trials,
1 N

wn = -N I w. , For any element
i=l l,n

W., we have
1

E(w. ) = E(E(w. Iw. 1))l,n l,n l,n-

E(w. 1)
l,n~

P(A
1

) = E(P(A
I

Iw)),.n ,n n
E(w ) ,

n

we have marginal constancy:

n == 1, 2, () () 0

assume that are identically distributed and pairwise

where v =
1

E(wl ) , In order to compute

N
(w. IJ. 11, 1=

p(S = 1) it is convenient to
n

uncorrelated, This is true if the distribution of W(l) is the

asymptotic distribution corresponding to any NCO schedule, (See Appen-

dix B for a proof,) We have

and we need to compute E(A A 1)'n n-
Recall that W. denotes the event

l,n

corresponding to the sampling of element

write

39
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J
N N

P(AI Al -1) = L L P[AI W. Al _lW, _lIW(n - l)]dFW( -1)
,n ,n i=l j=l .,n l,n ,n J,n n

and using the assumptions of the model in a straightforward fashion, we

obtain

To evaluate the right hand side of (3.14) we begin with

E(W~ 1) = E(E(W~ llw. 2))l,n- l,n- l,n-

2 e2
E(w. 2) + -N E(w. 2)l,n- l,n-

Since the w. 1
l,

Thus

2
are identically distributed we can let V2 = E(wi,l):

E[L w~ 1]i l,n-

- )2Now consider E[ (w 1 10n- We have

1 2
=-2 LE(W. 1)

N i l,n-
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It is easily shown by induction that, for any i t j

E(w. lW. 1)- E(w. lW. 1)
l,n~ J,n- 1, J,

and by assumption w. 1l,
and w. 1J,

are uncorrelated. Consequently

E(w. 1w. 1) = E(w. l)E(w. 1)l,n- J,n- 1, J,

Using (3.15) we have then

_ 2 V1 V2 - Vl ( 8 2)n-2
E[(w )] = - + 1 - -n-l N N N

Using (3.15) and (3.16), we can evaluate (3.14):

Consequently

p(s = 1)
n

(1 _ 8) (82) n-2
+ 2 (V - V ) 1 - -N 1 2 N

The second term in (3.18) vanishes as n ~OO, so that in the limit the

probability of an alternation is simply 2V1( 1 - V
1

)(N - l)/N. Assuming

prior training to asymptote on an NCO schedule with rr = rr we have
o

lim p(s = 1) = 2rr (1 - rr )~
n 0 0 N
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which is exactly p( S = 1)
n

for the N element model under the same

assumption, For pre-asymptotic trials

PIS
n

i,e., the decrease in alternation probability is geometric in (1 _e:),
This completes the discussion of the case 0 = 1. We next consider

NCS schedules with 0 < 1, beginning with the RTI model,

o < 1: The RTI Model

We begin by noting that, according to the assumptions of the c-e-N

model (AI through A4, Chapter 2) the "average effect" of a non-contingent

failure trial on the response probability process

to a typical element Wi is given by

w.l,n
corresponding

E(w. +llw. Z)l,n. l,n n = [1 C]- - wN i,n

+ -N
c [w. [(1l,n - e)w. ].;. (1 - w. )[(1 - e)w.. + 13]]l,n l,n l,n

= (1 - i) w. + -Nc [( 1 - 2(3)w. + e] ,l,n l,n

and the average effect of a non-contingent success trial by

[ 1 - oS) w.N l,n

+ oS [w. [(1 - (3)w. + 13] + (1 - w. )[(1 - (3)w. ]Jl
N l,n' l,n 1.,n l,n

- (1 - i) cw. + - w
l,n N i,n
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Now for any c-a-N model with 0 < (caiN) < 1, the learning curve in

the case NCS: 0 < 1 is

where "-

P(AI ) ~ -21 + (1 - ,,-)n-l(v _~),
,n 1,1 2

2ca(1 - 0)
N ,and

Equation (3.21) follows from the fact that, for any c, a, N:

E(w. +llw. )l,n l,n w.l,n + -N
c [ow.l,n + (1 - 0)[(1 - 2a)w. + aJ] .l,n

Taking expectations on both sides leads to

E(w. +1) ~ (1 -l,n
2c(1 - o)a) E(w. ) +

N l,n
ca (1 - 0)

N

When 0 < caiN < 1 this has the solution

and, since P(AI ) ~ E(w ), (3.21) follows. If c ~ a ~ N ~ 1, (3.21),n n

holds provided 0 < 0 < I. If 0 ~ 0 and caiN is 1, the predicted

response-outcome process is an alternating sequence of the form

A
n

is determined by AI" In

experimental applications the learning rate is never close to one, and

it is convenient to have (3.21) hold for all 0 < 1, so in the remainder
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of the cha~ter we will assume 0 < ~ < 1. In this case for every

Bi< 1 we have, from (3.21)

().22) lim
n--. 00

In the RTI model, (3.21) becomffs

P(A
l

n) = -21 + [1 - 2(1 - B)cBjn-l(V - ~), 1,1 2

where Vl,l = E(Pl) = P(Al,l)' Generalizing the V notation, we let

V. limV.
Jjoo n-7

OO
J,n

To compute the conditional probability of an alternation given m

consecutive success trials we have, for any n > m + 1,

p(s
n

where F is the distribution function ofn-m
(Note that we can

is simply the probability of an alter-

= 1 sequence, withV
1

= p. Using

write this because (Pn-m S p)

P(sn = 116n_l ••• 6 n_rrP'n_m = p)

nation on trial m + 1 of a 0

(3.12), we have

and 6
n-l

6
n-m

are independent.

p(s
n



or

p( S ~ 116 _ ", 6 )
n n-1 n-m

In the limit then

lim P(S ~ 116 ",6 ) ~ 2(1 - ce)(l - ce2)m-l(_21 - V2,J '
n n-l n-m -n.... 00

To compute V we have
2,n

(1 - c)p2 + corp [(1 _ e)p + e]2 + (1 _ P )[(1 _ e)p ]2)
n n n n n

+ c(l - o)(p [(1 - e)p ]2 + (1 _ P )[(1 _ e)p + e]2)
- n n n n

Simplifying and taking expectations

(3,26) v ~V (1-ce[4-3e-40(1-e)]2,n+l 2,n

+ Vl,n(e(20 - 1) + 2(1 - 0)(1 - e)) + c(l - 0)e
2

In the limit 1
Vl,n ~ 2' and the solution is

2(1 - e) (1 - 0) + e
V2,00 = 2[4 - 3e - 40(1 - ell

To obtain the conditional probability of an alternation given m

successive failure trials we first note that (3,23) implies that

P(A1 ) '" 2:,m 2
if V 1

1,1 ~ 2' Then



ptA IZ ", Z ) = E[P(A ,Z ,,, Z p )]
l,n n-l n-m l,n n-l n-m n-m

= -21 + (1 _ 2c8)m(V _ 1:)
l,n-m 2

at asymptote, Next, let V
2

(0),n denote V
2,n

as a function of O.

Then, in the case 0 = 0,

P(AI +lAl ) =[1 P(AI +lAl Ip = p)dF (p),n ,n l 0 ,TI ,n n n

= (1 - c8)V2 (0) ,
,n

Now in the case 1
VI 1 = 2' and 0 = 0, (3.26) has the explicit solution:,

V* (0) = [1 -
2,n

n-l {. (2 - 8) } 2 - 8
c8(4 - 38)] V2,1 - 2(4 _ 38) + 2(4 _ 38 )

(The * indicates specialization to the case VI 1 = ~,) Combining,
these results we have, for 0 = 0,

1 - 2(1 - c8)V* (0)
2,n

Consequently in the general case 0 ~ 0,

lim P(S = 116 .'" 6 )n n-l n-m
n.... ""

=f Ip(S = 116
o n n-l

= 1 - 2(1 - c8)V*2 (0),m
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where V~,m(O) is evaluated for V2,1 = V2,00(o), That is,

y

where

lim p( S = 11 z ' '0 Z )n n-l n-m
n.... 00

= 1 - 2(1 - c8)((1 - x)m-l(V
2

- y) + y},00

x = c8 (4 - 38)

(2 - 8)
2(4 38)

V2,00
=V

2
(0),,00

Let sf;;;) denote the right side of (3,28) as a function of mo Then

for any 0 > 0, (V2 00 - y) > 0, and s (;;;) is increasing in m, In,
other words, the conditional probability of an alternation, given m

consecutive failure trials, increases with mo It will be shown below

that this is not the case in the N element model; there the probability

is independent of m.

The last results we will present for the RrI model are the asymptotic

first order sequential probabilities. These are useful in parameter

estimation.

lim P(Al +11°2 Al )- 2(1 - c8)V2,n ,n ,n ,00

lim P(AI +1 1°2 A2 ) = (1 - c8)(1 - 2V2 ),n ,n ,n ,00
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lim P(AI +11°1 A2 )
,D ,D ,D

1 - 2(1 - ce)v2,00

Equations (3,31) and (3.32) can be obtained immediately from (3.29) and

(3.30) respectively from symmetry considerations. Since the asymptotic

distribution F (p)
00

is symmetrical around 1P = -, and the outcome
2

probabilities are ~, the probability of any "asymptotic" sequence of

responses and outcomes 01 is always equal to the probability of the

lVaual" sequence obtained from 01 by converting A 's
1

and ° 's1

to A 's
2

and 02's, and vice versa, Thus, for example

lim P(AI +11°2 Al ),D ,D ,Dn-> 00

lim P(A2 +11°1 A2 ) .,n ,n,Dn-> 00

The derivations of (3.29) and (3.30) are straightforward; only that for

(3.29) will be presented.

lim P(AI +llAl 01 ),n ,n,n

J
'1

lim

°
P(AI 01 Al +llp)dF,n ,D,D n n

2 limrl
p [(1 - ce)p + ce]dF

° n n n

2 lim (1 - ce)v2 + cevl,n ,D

2(1 - ce)v2 + ce ,
,00

We conclude discussion of the RTI model by showing that a number

of its predictions for NCS schedules generalize to essentially all
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marginally constant models of the form (1.3) with experiment controlled

events (i.e., u = v). Consider the case 5 = 1. We have, in general,

p + P u(p ) - (1 - P )u(l - P ) .
n n n n n

Now if we require that P(Al,n) ~ P(Al,l) for all n, and consider the

special cases PI ~ p, P E [0, 1], for ri = 2, we have

pu(p) (1 - p)u(l - p)

for all p. For p E (0, 1), we define

w(p) u(p)
= 1 - P

and the requirement of marginal constancy implies w(p) = w(l - p),

P E (0, 1). We define the class of marginally constant ~-operator

models to be all models of the form (1.3), with

u( p) v(p)

w(p)

(1 - p)w( p)

w( 1 - p)

P E [0, 1]

P E [0, 1]

where w is continuous and positive on [0, 1], w(p) < 1, and

p + (1 p)w(p) is non-decreasing (cf. Norman and Yellott, 1966; Rose,

1965). These models generalize the notions of path independence and

experimenter controlled events to essentially arbitrary operators con-

strained only by the requirement of predicting marginal constancy under

5 = 1 contingencies.



Now, the essential properties of the RTI model under NCS reinforce-

ment are marginal constancy together with convergence of individual

1sample paths in the case 5 = 1, and lim peA ) = - together with a
n-;. c.' I,n 2

decreasing peS 16 ••• 6 ) (as a function of m) in the case
n n-l n-m

5 < 1. The first pair of predictions clearly holds for any model satis-

fying (3.33) and the associated assumptions. To begin with, we have

= p [p + w(p )(1 - P Yn n n n'J + (1 - p )r p - w(p )p 1
n l n n n'

so Pn is a martingale and marginal constancy follows immediately. Since

w is bounded away from zero, no Pn sequence can converge to a limit

in the open interval (0, 1), so almost all sequences converge to one or

zero. Next, in the case 5 < 1, consider the class of all marginally

constant two operator models that are ergodic under NCS reinforcement

with 5 < l--ergodic in the sense that for each 5 < 1, and every Pl

unique asymptotic distribution

distributions converges to adistribution, the sequence (F )
n

of

F5,w

Pn

which depends only on and the

function w. Then it can be shown that for every 5 < 1 the mean of

F~ (Le.,u,w Since ergodicity is assumed we need only

consider a single distribution. Suppose Then for any 5

it is easily shown by induction that for every n, the possible values

9 f are symmetrically distributed around

pcp = x) = PcP = 1 - x) for x E [0, 1). Consequently
n n

E(p ) = peA ) = ~ for all n, and we conclude that the prediction
n l,n 2

lim peA ) = ~ is common to all ergodic marginally constant two
il..-?OO I,n 2

operator models.
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Finally, let sCm) = lim P(Sn = 116n_l ••• 6 n_m). In the linear

( ) (1
_

e2)m-lmodel s m decreases as _ For marginally constant two

operator models in general we can show that the sequence sCm) is bounded

by a geometric sequence, i.e., for some a < 1, sCm) S Ka
m

, (To show

that sCm) is monotone decreasing it appears that an additional assumption

is required, namely (max w(p))2 < (min w(p)). This has the effect of

restricting the extreme deviations of w from its mean value. We will

not pursue the point here.) To show that sCm) is bounded in this way

we note first that, letting 6m = 6 6 .•• 6
n-l n-l n-2 n-m'

2E[Pn_116~_1] - 2E[P;_1(1 - w(Pn_l)) + Pn_lw(Pn_l)16~_1]

= 2E[ (1 - w( Pn-l)) Pn-l(1 - Pn-l) 16n_2 ••• 6 n_m]

(The last line on the assumption that we are dealing with the stationary

process at asymptote.) Next, we have

E[p (1 - p )16
m

1] = E[(l - w
2

(p ))p (1 P )16 .00 6 ]n n n- n-l n-l - n-l n-2 n-m

= E[(l- w2 (p ))p (1- p )16m- l.l ]
n n n n-

where

have

2
0= max[l - w (p)], OS p S L
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Then since

= 2E[p (1 - p ) I""m 1] ,
n n n-

we have s(m) < 2crm(Vl - V2 ) = crm(l - 2V2 ). (cf. eq. (3.25).)- ,00. ,00 ,00

These common predictions of the marginally constant two-operator

models are preserved if we tack on a random trial increment notion,

Le., for c >0, assume that with probability· (1 - c) on any trial:

Pn+l = Pn' while with probability c: Pn+l = [1 - w(p )]p + °w(p ).n n n n

The only effect of this assumption is to slow down the process; it does

not distort it. It can readily be seen that all the results that we have

shown to characterize the marginally constant two-operator models under

NCS schedules are also true for their RTI extensions. Consequently as

far as comparisons with the N element model are concerned, we can say

that this extended class of RTI models stands or falls with the linear

model. Clearly if the convergence predictions of the linear model are

not at least roughly consistent with the results of NCS experiments,

there is no point in considering generalizations along the line of non-

linear operators.

o < 1: The N Element Model

The learning curve is given by (3.21), with e

PIA ) = 1 + (1 _2c(1 - O))n-l(V _ 1)
l,n 2 N ' 1,1 2 '
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where

let

To determine the asymptotic distribution, we

and

P(k
n

k)

Now bk satisfies the relation

which simplifies to

N - (k - 1) k + 1
N bk _l + -N- bk +l

Thus the asymptotic distribution of k
n

is independent of I) and c.

In the special case

to be binomial with

(Le., 1
1t = -)

2
the distribution is known

(Atkinson and Estes, 1963). Consequently for every I) < 1 we have

lim P(k k)
n

n-> '"

Let V. =~ E(k j
), and V.

J,n NJ n J,'"

V. for j = 1, 2, and 3:
J ,'"

lim V.• We make particular use of
n--7 00 JJn
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V1,00
1

= -
2

V2,00
N + 1
=~

Now to compute lim P(Sn = 116n_1 ,., 6 n_m) we have from (3.2)
n-> 00

peS
n

= 2(V
1

- V
2

),,n-m ,n~m

6
n-m' k = j)b.(n - m)

n-m J

In the limit then

lim peS
nn-> 00

116 ,.. 6 )
n-l n-m 1 - 2V

2 ,00
N - 1

2N

He note that for the N element model, in contrast to the RTI model,

the aSYJrGototic conditional probability of an alternation given m

consecutive success trials is independent of m. (cf. eq. (3.25)) The

same relationship exists with respect to the conditional probability of

:llternation given ill consecutive failure trials; for any m:

lim peS
nn-> 00

(cL eg. (3.28)). To prove (3.38) we note first that for the asymptotic

(stationary) process
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ptA
n

liz' ... z')
n-l n-m

1 ( 2c jm I~ -2 + 1 - - IVlN \ ,00

1
2

I':. k ~j)bJ'n-m n-m

Next, again assuming the stationary process

ptA ~ 1, A 1 ~ 11 z, 1n n- n-

~ I: ptA
n

~ z,m) 1 b*1, k n_l .j, n-l N j

where ;::;n ~ I':. Z,
n-l n-l n-2

I':. and
n-m'

b*
j

lim P(k 1nn--. 00

J·lz' ... z, )
n-2 n-m

b*
j

bj , sO we have

lim E(A + A 1 - 2A A llz,m 1)n n- n n- n-n--. 00

For our purposes (3.37) and (3.38), and the corresponding equations

(3.25) and (3.28), provide the major points of comparison between the

N element and RTI models for the case B < 1. The remaining results to

be presented in this section are the asymptotic first and second order

sequential probabilities of the N element model for 0 < 1. These are

primarily useful in evaluating the goodness of fit of the N element

model, apart from its comparative merits vis ~ vis the RTI model. All

the expressions below are obtained by standard methods, consequently
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derivations will not be given, It will be noted that only half of the

expressions actually need to be computed directly, the rest follow from

the symmetry considerations mentioned earlier,

Each of the quantities below is the limit of the corresponding pre-

asymptotic conditional probability, Following standard practice the

trial indices are omitted, and the sequence of events in the conditionali-

zation is given in decreasing time order from left to right, Thus:

are used to denote V
2,'"

and V3 as given by (3.36).,'"
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(3.46) P(AlI02AlOlA1)
(V3 - i V2)

V2

2c -l-_c_V3 - If V2 2~(3.47) P(Al !01Al 02Al ) c
V2 - 2N

(3.48) P(AiI02A201A2) = 1 - P(AlI01Al02Al)

(3.49) P(AIIOIA202A2) = 1 - P(AlI02AlOlA1)

(V - V ) + ~ (l - V )
(3.50) P(AlI01A201Al) = 2

2 3 N 2 2
1 - 2V2

2(V _ V ) + 4c (l _ V ) +..£..
2 3 N 2 2 ~(3.51) P(AlI01AlOlA2) =

1 - (2V2 - W)

(3.52 ) P(AII02AI02A2) = 1 - P(AlI01A201Al)

(3.53) P(Al !02A202Al) = 1 - P(AlI01AlOlA2)

(3.54) piAl! 02A201Al) = 1 - PiAl' 0lAI02A2)

(3.55) P(A1102AI02Al)

V3 + ; (1 + 2C)(~ - 2V2)

= c
V2 - 2N

(3.56) P(AlI01A201A2) = 1 - P(AlI02Al02Al)
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o < 1: The N Element-Linear Model

The learning curve is given by (3021) with c ~ 1:

peAl ),n
2e(1 

N
0») n~l 1

. . (V - -)
1,1 2

The probability of an alternation given mBuccess trials is

lim p( S ~ 116 00 0 6 )
n n-l n-mn--> 00

N - 1
~--+

2N
2 (1 - e) (1 _

N 2

2
V )(1 _ ~)m-l

2,00 N

where V ~ lim E(w~ ).
2,00 1 nn-7 00 '

Equation (3060) follows from (3018):

~2Vl (l-V )N-l
,n-m l,n-m N

+2(1-e)
N
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(we Nhave assumed here that the (w. 1. 1 are uncorrelated. This isl,n-m 1=

not true in general, but it is true in the limit, so for our purposes

there is no loss of generality in assuming it for trial n-m. )

Inspection of (3.60) indicates that the asymptotic conditional

8-N model willfor theV2,00It is clear that

probability of an alternation decreases geometrically to the N element

N - 1---
2N

model value of

be the same function of and as V2,00 in the RTI model (eq. (3.27)),

since the latter is independent of c and we have already seen that

can be regarded as an RTI process with

The following results are useful in parameter estimation:

+£
N '

where m00
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CRAPrER 4

AN EXPERIMENT WITH NON~,CONTINGE'NT SUCCESS SCHEDULES

In the last chapter we derived a number of predictions for NCS

experiments from the N element, R'l'I, and N element-linear models--

the three two-parameter specializations of the c-B-N model. It was

shown that each of these models predicts marginal constancy in the case

5 ~ 1, and, in the case 5 < 1, each of them predicts that PiAl ) --> 1/2
,n

as n -->00, regardless of the initial distribution of response proba-

bility. In addition, it was shown that the models disagree in certain

of their first-order predictions; most importantly, in their predictions

concerning the effects of a se~uence of success trials on alternation

probability. We now report an experiment designed, first of all, to

test the common implications of the c-B-N family, and secondly,

assuming that the common predictions do well, to determine whether any

one of the two-parameter members of the rnodel family is differentially

supported.

Experimer~al Design

Two NCS schedules were studied: 5 ~ .8 and 5 ~ 1. Each of these

schedules was employed in a single block of prediction trials, with the

two NCS blocks forming two phases of a longer se~uence of prediction

trials. Except for the use of NCS schedules the experiment was a

standard binary prediction experiment. The subject's task was to predict

which of two letters, "X" or "Y," ,wuld appear in a display window.
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Each trial began with the occurrence of a "readY" signal; as soon as

this signal appeared the subject indicated his prediction for that trial

by pressing one of two keys, marked "X" and "Yo" Following this pre

diction either "X" or "Y'.' appeared in the stimulus display window,

and remained on for one secondo The letter then extinguished, there was

a 1025 second inter-trial interval, and the ready signal reappeared to

begin the next trial. The experiment consisted of 450 such trials; each

subject ran through the entire sequence in about 45 minutes, with a

two-minute rest period in the middle of the session. Subjects were

paid a fixed amount for participation, but no pay-offs were given for

correct responses, or penalties for errors.

From the experimenter's point of view the 450 prediction'trials

were divided into six phases, each phase corresponding to a particular

reinforcement schedule. The schedule and number of trials in each phase

are indicated in Table 10

Table 1

Reinforcement Schedules in Phases I Through VI

Phase Schedules Trials

I NCO: 11: ~ 05 1-20

II NCO: 11: ~ 08 21-70

III NCO: 11: ~ 02 71-150

IV NCS: [) ~ 08 151-350

V NCO: It ~ 08 351-400

VI NCS: [) ~ LO 401-450
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The Y outcome was arbitrarily designated 0 1, so that in the NCO

phases, n refers to the probability of a Y outcome, The randomiza

tions in each schedule were constrained by phase length, so that in each

NCO phase the proportion of Y events was exactly n, and in each NCS

phase the proportion of successes was exactly 6. For each phase,

every subjects' outcome sequeEce was an independent random permutation

of a fixed sequence of events; either X's and y' s or successes and

failures.

The subjects were given no indication of the existence of distinct

phases in the experiment, except for what could be learned from the

response-outcome sequence itself. The trial format was exactly the same

on NCO and NCS trials, and the transitions between phases were not

marked in any way. In runnirJg himself as a subject. the experimenter

could not determine with any certainty where one phase had ended and

another begun. It was expected that the fact that all trials were

ostensibly the same would lead subjects to employ the same strategies

in both the NCO and NeS phases of th,e experiment; this expectation was,

by and large, fulfilled,

Apparatus

The experimental situation was fully automated through the use of

the verbal associative learning apparatus at the Institute for Mathe

matical Studies in the Social Sciences, Stanford University. The

apparatus was made available for this study' 'by W. K, Estes. 'rhe subject

sat by himself at a table in a soundproofed, air~conditioned rOom which

contained only stimulus display and response apparatus. On the table
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in front of the subject was a response panel containing two 7/8 in, by

1 in, response keys, 3 inches apart, These keys could be illuminated

to remind the subject which response he had made, The left hand key

was labeled X, the right hand key, Y, On a second table 5,5 ft, away

from the subject were two stimulus display boxes, one on top of the

other, The front of each box was a 2 in, by 12 in, display window in

which alphanumeric characters could be made to appear to serve as the

ready signal and trial outcome, The ready signal on each trial was a

minus sign ("-") in the center of the upper display window; the trial

outcome was an "X" or "y" appearing in the left-most position of the

lower display window,

A second room, adjoining the subject's room, contained an IBM 526

Summary Punch and additional storage and timing equipment, The verbal

associative learning apparatus generates a sequence of stimulus-response

outcome trials controlled by pre-programmed information which is input

from punched cards via the 526 Summary Punch, Each card contains

information which determines the stimulus (in this case, the constant

ready signal) and outcome of a single triaL For this experiment the

apparatus was set to operate in a simple contingent reinforcement mode,

The control card for each trial of the experimental sequence contained

three data fields, f o ' f l , f 2 , Field f o was the same on every card;

it contained the ready signal information, The other two fields each

contained a (coded) outcome (i,e" an X or y), If the subject's

response was a prediction of Y (response all the outcome in f l was

presented, if the response was a prediction of X (response a2 ) the

outcome in f 2 was presented, On NCO trials f
l

and f
2

both



contained the same outcome, and this outcome was presented regardless

of the subject's response, In the NOS phases a succesS trial was

effected by letting f 1 contain a Y outcome and f 2 an X outcome,

a failure trial by reversing these assignrr~nts,

A deck of 450 cards was prepared for each subject, Each deck

consisted of six blocks of cards corresponding to the six phases, Each

of these blocks was an independent random permutation of a fixed

sequence of X and Y cards (in the NCO phases) success and failure

cards (in the NCS phases) in the exact proportion of the appropriate rr

or 6 for the phase, The randomizations were done on an IBM 7090; a

program for this purpose was kindly provided by D, P, Horst,

The sequence of events on every trial was as follows. At the

beginning of each trial both response keys and both. display windows were

dark, The trial began with the 526 reading the first 20 columns of the

control card (field f ).
o

This caused the ready signal to appear in the

upper display window. The equipment then waited for the subject's

response, As soon as the subject pressed a response key this key was

illuminated. At the same time the 526 punched the response, and then

processed an additional ten columns containing f
l

and f 2 , The out

come (X or Y) was then displayed, The delay between the response

and the appearance of the outcome was L 5 seconds. The outcome remained

on for 1 second; at the end of t11is time both it and the illuminated

response key went off. The next control card was then advanced and the

cycle began again. Assuming a two second latency the time between one

ready signal onset and the next Was 5.75 seconds.
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Procedure

On arriving at the experimental rooms a subject was seated in

front of the response panel and asked to read the "following instructions:

"This experiment consists of a series of trials" On each

trial exactly one of two possible events, "X" or fly, il' will

occur; your task is to try to predict which event will occur"

Every "trial will begin with the appearance of two small illu-

minated lines in the upper display window in front of you, as

shown in Fig" 1 below. This is the signal for you to indicate

your prediction by pressing either the X or the Y button

on your response panel" After you make your prediction it

will be automatically recorded by the IBM equipment, and the

actual trial event--either an X or a Y--will appear in the

lower display window as shown in Fig" 2" If the trial event

agrees with your prediction you have made a correct response,

The upper and lower display windows will extinguish after a

brief period, and the next trial will begin shortly thereafter"

It is important that you indicate your prediction as rapidly

as possible after the signal light appears at the start of the

trial, otherwise the experiment may run overtime"
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We will not give you any information on how best to make

correct predictions, except to urge you to pay close attention

to the' event on each trial. If you have any questions about

the procedure, please ask the experimenter. There will be

two short breaks during the session."

After the subject finished reading, he was asked if he had any

questions. If he did these were answered by paraphrasing the appro

priate section of the instructions. The experimenter then ran through

several practice trials (NCO: rr = .5 trials; not part of Phase I) to

make sure that the task was completely clear to the subject. As soon

as this was certain the experimenter reminded the subject to respond

"as quickly as possible," and then returned to the control room. The

sequence of experimental trials began immediately and continued without

interruption for at least 250 trials. At a variable point between

trials 250 and 280 the sequence was stopped to allow a two minute rest

period. The trial sequence then began again and continued without

further interruptions through trial 450. As soon as the last outcome

was presented the subject was questioned to determine whether he had

become suspicious of the task as a result of the final double reward

phase. This interview was quite informal, but it always began with

"I'd like you to tell me on what basis you were making your predictions."

This question appeared to be sufficient to partition the subjects into

two distinctly different groups: those who had recognized that their

responses (in Phase VI) were actually determining the outcomes (5 out

of 55) and those who either had not noticed anything especially different

at the end of the experiment, or who thought that they had finally solved
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the problem (50 out of 55). Subjects in the first group were questioned

further to try to determine what had caused them to become suspicious;

subjects in the second group were asked if they had managed to find any

"pattern" in the outcome sequence "especially towards the end of the

experiment," (Some volunteered this information before being asked.)

If a subject answered that he had, he was asked to describe the pattern

and the information was recorded, Finally, the experimenter explained

the actual nature of the task, paid the subject, and dismissed him with

the request that he not discuss the experiment with potential future

subjects,

Subjects

Fifty-five subjects were obtained from the Student Employment

Offices of Stanford University and Foothill Junior College, Each subject

was paid $1,75 for his participation, The subjects were all students;

they ranged from first quarter freshmen to graduate students (none in

psychology), Five subjects' data were not included in the analysis

because they indicated in the post-experimental interview that they had

recognized the 6 = I contingencies in Phase VI, Two of these five

had recently participated as subjects in a social psychological experi

ment involving deception: both claimed that this experience had made

them suspicious of psychologists,

Results

We first examine data bearing on the common predictions of the

c-8-N family, Table 2 shows the group mean learning curve in ten trial
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Table 2

Proportions of a
l

Responses in Ten Trial Blocks:

All SUbjects, Trials 1-450

Trials P(al ) Trials P(a
l

) Trials P(a
l

)

I IV

I1-10 .486 151-160 ,318 321-330 .464

11-20 ·516 161-170 .388 331-340 ·512

II 171-180 .456 341-350 .508

21-30 .470 181-190 ·550 V
31-40 .606 191-200 .490 351-360 ·592

41-50 .708 201-210 .484 361-370 ·730
51-60 .690 211-220

1
·532 371-380 ·754

61-70 ·732 221-230
I

.508 381-390 .764

III 231-240

I
.486 391-400 .744

71-80 I .460 241-250 .450 VII

81-90 .340 251-260 I .436 401-410 .734

91-100 .326 261-270 I .486 411-420 .700

101-110 .262 271-280 I .494 421-430 .718

111-120 .244 281-290 .476 431-440 ·732
121-130 .208 291-300 .456 441-450 .724

131-140 .236 301-310 .480

141-150 .242 311-320 .506
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Figure 1. Proportion of a
l

responses in ten trial

blocks. (A plot of the data in Table 2.)
I
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blocks. Each entry represents the proportion of al responses made by

all 50 subjects over the indicated ten trials. (The horizontal lines

separate phases.) The same data are plotted in Figure 1. To a first

approximation, the mean learning curve predictions of the c-8-N model

are borne out by the data. The curve begins in the neighborhood of .5

in Phase I, rises toward the probability matching value of .8 in Phase II,

decreases towards the matching value of .2 in Phase III, and then moves

back to .5 as predicted in Phase IV. In Phase V the curve moves again

toward .8, this time somewhat more smoothly, and then in Phase VI remains

quite constant at around .722. The data for Phase IV and Phase VI are

of particular interest. On the basis of Table 2 it appears that the

marginal constancy prediction is quite consistent with the results of

Phase VI. Certainly there is no evidence of any trend in the respOnse

proportions over the five blocks of trials, and all the proportions are

satisfactorily close to the mean value of .722. Similarly the prediction

lim ptA ) ~ ~ for 5 .8 seems to be consistent with the data; thel,n 2n-> 00

overall proportion of al responses in the last 100 trials of Phase IV

is .486, and over the last 50 trials, .494. It should be noted that

this reflects the actual proportion of Y predictions; no counter-

balancing of response assignments was used in the experiment.

Table 3 shows a breakdown of individual subject response proportions

in the last 100 trials of Phase IV. The table gives the number of

subjects whose proportion of al responses over trials 251-350 fell

in the range 0-.10, .11-.20, etc. The distribution is somewhat skewed

to the left, but 36 of the 50 subjects fall in the range .41-.60, and
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Distribution of

Table 3

Response Proportions Over The

in the last 100 trials of

Last 100 Trials of Phase IV

Range of P(al ) 0- ,11- ,21- ,31- 041- ,51- 061- ,71- ,81- 091-
010 020 ,30 040 ,50 ,60 ,70 ,80 ,90 LO

Number of subjects 1 3 1 4 21 15 2 2 0 1

the mean, as indicated previously, is .486, To anticipate a bit, we

show below that the observed variance is quite accurate predicted by the

N element modeL

We next consider those results which ought to differentiate between

the c-e, e-N, and c-N models, In order to have a rough idea of what

to expect from each model we first estimate the common learning rate

parameter ce/N, On the basis of equations (3,29) and (3,30), (3,39)

and (3040), and (3,61) and (3,62), we can estimate the learning rate

(i.e., the appropriate specialization of ce/N), from the terminal

portion of Phase IV by

where P(AIIOjAl) denotes the observed proportion of times that the

event Al,nOj,n was followed by Al,n+l

Phase IV. (Hereafter when we refer to asymptotic data from Phase IV it

will be understood that we mean data from the last 100 trials of that

------phase.) The common estimate obtained in this way is ce/N = .175, This

is very close to estimates obtained in other experiments: Suppes and

Atkinson (1960) estimated a learning rate of .174 from data generated
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by an NCO: ~ = ,6 schedule, and Friedman et al, (1964) reported an

estimate of ,172 based on an NCO: ~ = ,80 sequence. (Both of these

estimates were also based on asymptotic sequential statistics,)

Now, since ce2 ~ c2 e2
, according to the RTI model (eq, (3.12)) the

probability of an alternation on the thn trial of Phase VI decreases

( ,n-2 [ (----..ce)2]n-2.at least as fast as .97) ,i.e., at least as fast as 1-

Consequently according to that model we expect the proportion of alter

nations on the 50th trial of Phase VI to be no more than 23% of the

corresponding proportion on the second trial. According to the N

element model, of course, there should be no tendency for alternations

to decrease over these trials. Table 4 shows the proportion of alter-

nations in Phase VI averaged in seven-trial blocks. Each entry is the

observed proportion of alternation responses (i,e" S
n

1) over all

subjects in the seven-trial block. The data are clearly inconsistent

with the RTI model; the maximum deviation of any proportion from the

mean of .250 is .03, and the last entry is .242, whereas according to

the RTI model it should be around ,06. Moreover there is no evidence

of any consistent decrease over trials; the rank order correlation

between block number and ordinal position in a ranking based on pro-

portion of alternations is .43, which is not significant (p > .10).

Consequently there is no evidence to support the e-N model prediction

of a monotonic decrease in alternation probability (eq. (3.18)). Since

there is no apparent tendency for alternations to decrease over these

blocks we conclude that the results of this phase are incompatible with

the RTI and e-N models, and quite consistent with the N element model.
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Table 4

Proportion of Alternation Responses

in 7 Trial Blocks: Phase VI

Proportion
Trials of Alternations

402-408 0257

409-415 0271

416-422 0226

423-429 0283

430-436 .242

437-443 .223

444-450 .242
.-

We next examine the effects of consecutive success trials in the

5 = .8 phase (IV). The RTI model prediction here is given by eQuation

cB = .175

On the basis of this eQuation and the parameter estimate

the RTI model implies that P(S = 116m 1) < (.97)m-lp(S 1611)0
n n- - n n-

For m = 10 this relation implies that the estimated conditional

asymptotic probability of an alternation given 10 success trials ought

to be no more than about 75% of the corresponding estimate for 1 success

trialo Table 5 gives the asymptotic proportions of alternations follow-

ing m consecutive success trials for m = 1, 2, 0.0 ,100 Each entry

is the observed value of the statistic

S*(m)

50 350
I I S 6 (m, s)n s n

= .::so::=~1~n;:=::::.2L50~+:,.'m::......_' _
50 350
I I 6 n(m, s)

s=l n=250+m
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Table 5

Observed Conditional Alternation Probabilities: Phase IV

A

ill P(SnI6~_1) Observations

1 .313 4021

2 .322 3200

3 .326 2555

4 ·335 2039

5 .330 1637

6 .326 1317

7 .32~ 1062

8 .317 871

9 ·312 711

10 ·311 578

Average .322
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where

'" (m, s)n

1 if for subject S~ 6. 6 ,,.,,, ~
n-l n-2 n-m

o otherwise

and S = S for subject s. In other words, S*(m) is the estimated
n,s n

asymptotic conditional probability of an alternation given m consecutive

success trials. On the basis of the entry .313 for m = 1, the RTI

model predicts that the entry for m = 10 should be on the order of .23;

the observed value is .311. The rank order correlation between m and

S*(m) is ~ .3, which is not significant, and none of the entries differs

from the mean of .322 by more than .013. Consequently it appears that

these results are quite consistent with the N element model prediction

of a constant S*(m) , (eq. (3.37)), and quite inconsistent with the RTI

model prediction of a geometrical decrease with m.

On the basis of the foregoing analysis the reader will probably

agree that we can reject the RTI model as being quite inconsistent with

the results of Phases IV and VI. The case against the N element-

linear model is naturally not as strong, since the issue between that

model and the N element model is less sharp. However there is no

evidence in Tables 4 and 5 for the decreases in alternation probability

predicted by the 8-N model, and these would be the only justification

for accepting it in preference to the N element model. Consequently

we reject it also, and proceed to a more detailed evaluation of the N

element model. So far, it must be agreed, that model has given a very

good account of itself. For purposes of the subsequent evaluation we
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re-estimate the parameters c and N in a manner that uses somewhat

more of the data than our earlier estimation. To estimate N we make

use of the fact that each of the entries in Table 5 is an estimate of

(N - l)/N. (Equation (3.37); these estimates, of course, are by no

means independent,) Taking the average of these values we obtain the
A

estimate N = 2.78. This is to be interpreted as an estimate of the

average value of (~he integer) N across subjects. (cf. Atkinson and

Estes, 1963. If we took N to be three and estimated c accordingly

the predictions below would not be altered very greatly.) We note by

way of comparison that the estimates of N obtained in the previously

cited experiments by Suppes and Atkinson, and Friedman et al., were

3.48 and 1.84 respectively. To estimate c, we use the fact that for

o < 1:

lim P(S
n

(Equations (3.37) and (3.38).) The estimated asymptotic conditional

probability of an alternation given a failure on the previous trial is

.494 (based on 979 observations). From this we obtain a c/N estimate

of .173, which is virtually identical to our previous estimate of .175.

Combining the c/N and N estimates we have c = .48. These estimates

will be used in subsequent computations of predicted values.

Table 6 shows the predicted and observed values of a number of

asymptotic sequential statistics from Phase IV. All first and second

order sequential probabilities are included, except those for which the

observed proportions in the last 100 trials of Phase 4 were based on
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Table 6

N Element Model Predictions and Observed Sequential Data:
/'.. "-

Phase IV, Last 100 Trials. (c/N ~ .173, N ~ 2.78)

Pred. Obs. No. of
Observations

P(AII01A1) .680 .674 1918

P(AI I02Al ) ·507 .499 493

P(AI IOI A2) .493 .488 486

P(A1 102A2) ·320 ·301 2103

P(AIIOIAI01Al) ·760 ·730 1012

P(AI102A202A2) .240 .254 1165

P(A1101Al02A2) ·500 .538 507

P(Al102A201Al) ·500 .438 516

P(Al102Al01Al) ·580 ·500 264

P(~IOIA202A2) .420 .473 294

P(Allol~02Al) .681 .677 198

P(AI102A201A2) ·319 .282 195

P(AIIOIAIOIA2) .675 ·740 181

P(Al !02A202Al) .325 .257 206

350
Var I A 206. 233. 50

n~251
n
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fewer than 125 observations. Each entry (except the variance) is the

average over all 50 subjects of the appropriate proportion of conditional

is the average over subjects of the statistic

350
\' AO A .0 A
~ n n-l n-l n-2 n-2

n~252

The observed variance entry is

1
50

The predicted entries for the sequential probabilities are based on

equations (3.39) - (3.58), and (3.36). The prediction for the variance

is based on the following N element model equation for the asymptotic

variance of the total number of responses in a block of size M:

(4.1)

where

lim Var
n-> 00

n+M [ ]I Aj ~ E+ 2Z v2 ,00 - ~ (1 + A.)
j~n+l

[1 _roM-I] M-l
~i-l ,Z ~

M 1 - ro - I
i~l

ro ~ 1 - A. ~ 1 -
2c(1 - 5)

N
,
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The derivation of (401) is straight-and V2,00

forward but tedious; it will be omittedo We note that the variance

equation depends on the following expression for the asymptotic covariance

between A and A,., j ~ 1,2, 00.
n n~J

(402)

By and large the fit between predicted and observed values in

Table 6 is quite good; the largest deviation is 008, and as the number

of observations increases the deviations tend to become smaller 0 The

fact that the model predicts a variance of the proper order of magnitude

is particularly impressive; this prediction is very sensitive to small

changes in the parameter valueso If the variance prediction were

computed in terms of the proportion of a l responses over the 100 trial

blocks, so as to be comparable to the other predictions in the table,

it would be 0021, as compared to an observed value of 00230 In evalua-

ting the goodness of fit of the model to the Phase IV data, it should

be recalled that Table 5 also contains relevant asymptotic sequential

statistics: p(s ~ 116m 1) for ten values of m, The model predicts
n n-

all ten of these values with a maximum deviation of .02.

A persistent problem in fitting c-9-N models to binary prediction

data has been that the learning rate parameter estimated from asymptotic

statistics normally does not permit a good prediction of the acquisition

portion of the learning curve (see, e.g., Friedman et alo, 1964).

Typically (although not always) it has been found that the learning rate

parameter needed to fit the learning curve is about one-third the value
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of the same parameter as estimated from asymptotic sequential statistics.

(That is, in any of the c-8-N models the value of c8/N which must

be used in the equation for P(AI n) to fit the observed acquisition
J

curve is about one-third the value which must be assigned to c8/N

in order to correctly predict such quantities as P(AIIAIOl) in the

asymptotic phase of the same sequence of trials.) In this respect the

present experiment is something of an exception; the asymptotic estimate
---.
c/N ~ .173 fits the learning curve for Phase IV relatively welL If

we let Vl ,151 ~ .242 (the observed mean proportion of al responses

over trials 141-150), and compute the predicted learning curve for

Phase IV using c/N ~ .173, the predictions are all quite close to the

observed values, except for two anomalous points which could not be fit

by any choice of parameters. Table 7 compares the observed and pre-

dicted proportions of al responses in ten-trial blocks in the acqui-

sition portion of Phase IV. Except for the two points mentioned above

the discrepancies between predicted and observed are all < .02.

Interestingly, however, and more in line with previous research,

c/N ~ .173 will not fit the learning curves in the NCO phases (II, III,

and V). Here the required value is, in fact, about one-third of .173:

an adequate fit of the first four points of the Phase V curve is obtained

with c/N ~ .058. This is the value that was estimated from the acqui-

sit ion phase of the rt ~.8 series of the Friedman et al. experiment

(recall that the same series yielded an asymptotic estimate of .174,

which is virtually identical to the comparable estimate in the 0 ~ .8

series of the present experiment). One further parallel: Friedman et al.
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Table 7

Comparison of Observed and Predicted 10 Trial

Block Learning Curves; Phase IV, First 100

Trials: c/N = .173; P(~,151) = .242.

A

Trial Block Predicted P(a1 ) Observed P(a1 )

141-150 -- .242

151-160 ·322 .318

161-170 .413 .388

171-180 .458 .456

181-190 .479 ·550

191-200 .490 .490

201-210 .495 .484

211-220 .498 ·532

221-2$0 .499 .508

231-240 .499 .486

241-250 ·500 .494
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A

ran a number of rr = .5 sequences with different values of P(A
ll

).,
A

One of these was P(Al,l) = .2. From the acquisition curve of this

sequence they obtained an estimated c/N of .18. Since NCO: rr = .5

is equivalent to NCS: 0 =.5 their result is almost exactly what would

be expected from the results of the present experiment: 0 =.5 is the

one case in which the "effective" learning rate 2(1 - o)c/N is equal

to the parameter c/N. However it should also be noted that if c/N

actually had the same ·value throughout the Friedman et al. experiment

the same learning rate estimate should have been obtained for every

value of P(AI 1); in fact the estimated c/N values ranged from .62,
to .07. Nevertheless it is of interest to note that in the only

conditions of their experiment that are directly comparable to those of

the present experiment the parameter estimates are virtually identical.

We turn next to an evaluation of the N element model predictions

for Phase VI--the 0 = 1 phase. Recall first that according to eq. (3.6)

the expected proportion of alternations in Phase VI, assuming previous

training to asymptote on a NCO schedule with P(ol) = rro ' is

2rr (1 - rr )(N - l)/N. Since an NCO: rr =.8 schedule obtained in Phase V,
o 0

this prediction would hold exactly if it could be assumed that the

process had reached asymptote in that phase. Clearly this was not the

case, the learning curve in Phase V never get s above .76, and the

terminal value is .744. However it is not unreasonable to suppose that

the distribution of k at the end of this phase is almost binomial,
n

with a parameter of .744 rather than .8. Neglecting the "almost" and

substituting .744 for rr
o

in (3.6) we obtain a prediction of .246 for

the overall proportion of alternations in Phase VI. The observed value
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(the average of the block values in Table 4) is .250. If for 11
1

we

use the actual propbrtibn of a
l

responses in Phase VI (.722) the

prediction is .256.

We saw earlier that the trial by trial proportions of al responses

and alternations computed over all subjects (Tables 2 and 4) were con~

sistent with the N element model. At the individual subject level

the model makes the very strong prediction that each subjects response

sequence is a Bernoulli process. Moreover, the mbdel implies that the

parameter of this process (i.e., the individual probability of an al

response) must be a fraction of the form i/N, i ~ 0, 1, ••• , N.

Table 8 gives an idea bf the actual distribution of al response

Table 8

Distribution of Total al Responses in Phase VI

Number of al
Responses O~ 1-10 11-20 21-30 ·31-40 ~ 41-49 50

Number of Subjects in Range 1 2 4 8 9 17 9

proportions. The table indicates that one subject made all a2

responses in Phase VI, and nine subjects made all al responses. The

first observation is consistent with what would be expected under our

assumption of a binomial distribution with parameter .722 if we take

N ~ 2.78 to indicate a true N of 3; in that case the probability that

all 3 elements would be conditioned to a2 is '" .02. Since we can

ignore the probability that a parameter value of 1
3

or more would lead

to 50 consecutive a2 responses, the expected number of protocols



containing no a 's
1

is exactly one 0 However the same assumptions are

not as compatible with the fact that only nine subjects made only al

responses; the expected number would be around 180 Of course our

assumptions are very restrictive here; it should be noted that 15 sub-

jects made 45 or mOre al responses, so with a small allowance for

error the predicted figure is in the right neighborhoodo

To test the single sequence stationarity prediction of the model

each subject's a l probability was estimated by

50
I

n=l
A*n,s

where A*n,s
denotes for subject So The following

statistic was then computed for each subject whose
A

P was not 1 or 0:

A* _ 25:P]2
ll, S S

Under the assumptions of the model this statistic has a limiting chi

square distribution with one degree of freedom (Holland, 1965)0 Six of

the subjects had xi values significant at the .05 level; the rest

were not significant, Of the six subjects with significant xi's only

two failed to make at least one alternation in the last ten trials of

the phaseo The total over all subjects was 58,52, which is not

quite significant at the 005 level for 40 degrees of freedomo All in

all, taking account of the 10 subjects whose protocols were "stationary"
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in the sense of showing no alternations at all, it appears that the

stationarity prediction is reasonably well borne out by the single sub-

ject datao

To test the prediction that the responses of a single subjects

protocol are independent the 25 pairs of successive responses (A~A~+l)'

n ~ 1, 3, 5, Q <> <> , 49 in each protocol were partitioned into cells

in the obvious manner, and the X2 statistic

L
i,j

was computed for each subject having Ps f 0, 1, (Nijs ~ number of

response pairs in a
ij

;

statistic has a limiting

~ P if i ~ 1, 1 - P if i ~ 2.) This
s s

distribution with 2 degrees of freedom,

Ten of the 40 subjects included in the analysis had values signifi-

significant at p S ,01, and the total chi square over these

cant at the ,05 leveL Although the number of significant values here

is not much greater than in the stationarity analysis the relative size

of the significant chi square values indicated a considerably greater

deviation from the model on the part of some subjects, In the station

arity analysis only two subjects had x~ values significant at the 001

level, and these just barely. In the independence analysis six subjects

had X2 ,2 s

six subjects alone was ~ 122, (The entire analysis had 80 d,f.; the

total was 2080) The reasons for these large deviations from the

model are of some interest; they are discussed in the next section.



Hypothesis Testing: Some Phenomonology

In the interview at the end of Phase VI, several subjects volunteered

the information that they had solved the prediction problem "near the

end of the experiment" by discovering a pattern in the outcome sequence.

By this they meant either that the sequence appeared to be formed by

~~repeating a fixed cycle of outcomes--e,g., ..• 010102010102 '" , or

that the outcomes came in runs which were of increasing, but predictable

length, e.g., We will refer to reported

patterns of the first type as "periodic" patterns, and to the others as

"aperiodic" patterns. Of course the patterns discovered by these sub-

jects were entirely their own creations, since the outcome sequence in

Phase VI was simply a record of their responses. For just this reason

they are of particular interest; we would expect the subject to create

a pattern of some sort if his behavior in the prediction situation were

determined by an effort to find such a pattern, i.e., if he were trying

out plausible patterns in an attempt to find one that fit the outcome

sequence.

Table 9 gives each subject's Phase VI response protocol as a

sequence of l's and O's. The l'S denote Y predictions, the O's

X predictions. Subject 10 reported that towards the end of the experi-

ment he discovered the periodic pattern < 5Y, 2X > ... (i.e., the

periodic pattern consisting of a repeating cycle of five consecutive

Y's followed by two X's.) The table indicates that his responses follow

this pattern throughout trials 7-50 of Phase VI. With somewhat more

ingenuity, subject 12 discovered the periodic pattern
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Table 9

Response Sequences in Phase VI: 1 Y, 0 ~ X

Sub
1
2
3
4
5
6

~
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
11J
19
20
2'1,
22
23
24

. 25
26
27
28
29
30
3+
32
33
34
35
39
37
313
39
40
4+
42
43
44
45
46
47
4$
49
50

TRIALS
1 25 50
10111011010100100010000010000000100000000010000000
10010001000010000010000001000000010000000010000000
11111111110100111111111101001111111111010011111111
11011111111101111111110111111111011111111101111111
11111111111011001111111111011111111101111110111101
10010101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111101111111111111111111101111111111
11111101100100000000001010011011111111101001101000
10111111111111111110111111111011111111101111111111
11111011111001111100111110011111001111100111110011
11101111111011111011111110111111111110111111111111
11010111111111101111101111011101101011111111110111
11111111010111111111101111111110111111011110110100
01111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
01101011011011011010110110110110110110110110110110
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
00110000111100000000011111111100000000001111111111

. 00000000001000010101010101001110000111111100000011
00110011001100110011001100110011001100110011001100
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
10011110101011111111101010101010101010101010101010
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
00001111111111000111111111000000011111111110000000
11010100000000010101111111111010100000000000010101
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11010100100001000000000010000000000100000100000000
00010001110000000001011110000101011111100011000111
00111100111011100111011100111011100111011100111011
00000000001111000111111100111111001111110011111001
10010111111100101111110010111110010111111001011111
10111011111111111100000000011111111000001111011111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111011001001110111111111111111110100101111
10011111111111111101110011111111111111011100111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11101010010110110100001001010110100000011011010111
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< lOY, X, 9Y, X, ••• , 2Y, X, > , and his responses correspond to this

pattern beginning with trial 17 of Phase VI. (He starts at 5Y.)

Altogether 26 subjects claimed to have discovered some pattern in the

outcome sequence "near the end of the experiment." (This does not

include subjects who reported "all X" or "all Y.") These reports were

made with varying degrees of conviction and precision; some Were

volunteered and others came only after the experimenter specifically

mentioned the possibility of patterns. The patterns themselves covered

a wide range of complexity and sophistication; subject 21, for example,

reported solving the problem with a simple alternation YXYX ••• , while

subject 1 reported a periodic pattern based on the first six prime

numbers: < X, Y, 2X, Y, 3X, Y, 5X, Y, 7X, Y, llX, Y > (In the protocol

it appears he either miscounted at llX or mistook 9 for a prime.) An

example of an aperiodic hypothesis is provided by subject 2: he reported

X, Y, 2X, Y, 3X, Y '" and this describes his protocol.

Analysis of these pattern reports was concerned with two questions.

First, did the pattern a subject reported having found in the outcome

sequence accurately describe his responses in Pbase VI (in other words,

did he actually respond as he claimed to have responded), and second,

what features did the various patterns have in common with each other,

and with the It .8 outcome sequence in Phase V. With respect to the

first question; a SUbject's reported pattern was regarded as confirmed

if the last two complete runs of responses in his Phase VI protocol,

together with the final run (i.e., the rUn terminated by the end of the

experiment), formed a response (and hence an outcome) sequence consistent

with any part of the reported pattern. Thus, for example, subject 39
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claimed to have discovered the periodic solution < 6Y, 2X > and this

pattern was confirmed; subject 34 reported the periodic pattern

< 2Y, 3X > , which was not confirmed, On the basis of this criterion

18 of the 26 patterns reported were confirmed,

It would be impossible to give any general characterization of the

various patterns that subjects reported, Some idea of the range of

complexity is given by· the examples already cited. In the case of the

periodic patterns the proportion of Y's in the repeating cycle could

be calculated; the mean of these proportions across all reported patterns

(including confirmed and non-confirmed) was ,68, If we regard "all X"

and "all Y" as patterns; the proportion of Y's across all reported

patterns is ,76. It will be recalled that the schedule in Phase V was

NCO: rr = .8; conseQuently we can say that the patterns discovered by the

subjects, or at least the patterns that seemed plausible to the subjects,

tended to probability match in. the mean, This would be expected if the

effect of an NCO schedule were to restrict su·bjects "working hypotheses"

to those that are consistent with the observed seQuence of (non-

contingent) out~omes: either in a general sense (e,g., matching the

observed proportions of 0 1 and O2 outcomes), or specifically in the

sense of being compatible with the actual seQuence of previous outcomes

over the last few trials. However it should be noted that there was a

good deal of variability in the proportions; they range from ,00 to 1.00,

produced such highly significant

independence analysis of Phase VIIt is now evident why the AA
n utI

X
2

values for several subjects, These

were subjects who solved the problem in Phase VI with a periodic pattern

which could be detected by the X2 test, e.g., XYXY (subject 21;



( subj ect 19; Of course this

test would not pick up every subject who responded according to a

(confirmed) pattern: subject 10, for example, reported < 5Y, 2X > ,

and this was confirmed, but his value was 1096. At the same time

it should be noted that our criterion for confirming a reported pattern

is very liberal; only the last two runs are required to correspond to

any part of the pattern. From the standpoint of the N element model

the protocols that are clearly incompatible with the independence pre-

diction are those which show an obvious deterministic structure inde-

pendent of the subject's pattern report and these were, by and large,

detected by the test.

Summary of Results

The mean learning curve predictions of the c-8-N family for the

NCS schedules 5 =.8 and 5 1 were confirmed. In Phase Dr (5 = .8)

the asymptotic proportion of a
l

responses was approximately .5 as

predicted; in Phase VI the observed a
l

response proportions were

approximately constant at .722. The effects of consecutive success

trials on alternation proba<bility as db served in Phases .Dr and VI were

quite consistent with the N element model predictions, and clearly

incompatible with the RTI modeL No evidence was found to support the

N element-linear model as opposed to the N element model. A further

evaluation was made of the N element model predictions for a variety

of statistics in Phases Dr and VI, The fit of the model to the Phase Dr

data was found to be quite good. Both the mean learning curve and the

asymptotic sequential statistics could be predicted with the same
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parameter values, and the variance of the asymptotic response proportions

was predicted to a good approximation. Parameter estimates from the

5 = .8 phase were virtually identical to estimates obtained from NCO

schedules in previous experiments.

In Phase VI (0 = 1) the N element model accurately predicted the

overall proportion of alternations. Analysis of individual response

sequences supported the single sequence marginal constancy prediction

in 44 of the 50 cases. At the same time, it was found that several sub

jects reacted to the 5 = 1 con.tingencies by "discovering" a simple

pattern in the outcome sequence, e.g., XXYXXY •••• In the post

experimental interview 26 of the 50 subjects were able to report finding

some rational pattern in the outcome sequence "towards the end of the

experiment." A comparison between the reported patterns and the Phase VI

response protocols indicated that 18 of the subjects could actually have

been responding on the basis of their reported pattern over at least

their last two runs of responses.

Conclusion.s and Discussion

Throughout the paper we have been concerned with NCS schedules as

a means for deciding between the RTI (i.e., linear) and N element

models for binary prediction experiments. From this standpoint the

results of the present experiment are quite unambiguous: the N element

model is clearly superior. The evidence on this point is sharpest in

the Phase VI data, but more convincing perhaps in Phase IV, where the

N element model not only is superior from a comparative point of view,

but in addition appears to be consistent with all aspects of the data.
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Since the parameter estimates of this phase are virtually identical to

those obtained in standard binary prediction experiments with NCO

schedules, there is good reason to believe that the conclusions implied

by our results can be generalized to other simple contingent schedules,

In particular we would expect that an adequate comparison between the

two models based on data from an NCO experiment would also show the N

element model to be superior, although the results of Chapter 2 indicate

that such a comparison would not be a simple matter, A relatively direct

basis for comparison that was not exploited in the present experiment

is provided by eqs. (3.28) and (3.38) of Chapter 3. These equations give

the respective predictions of the RTI and N element models for the

effects of m consecutive non-contingent failure trials on alternation

probability. It will be recalled that these predictions differentiate

the models on a non-parametric basis. An adequate comparison comparable

to that of Phase IV in the present experiment could be effected in a

straightforward fashion using, e.g., an NCS: 5 = .2 schedule.

The fact that several subjects "solved" the prediction problem with

a simple pattern under the 5 = 1 contingencies was not unexpected. It

was noted in Chapter 1 that Arima's experiment (1965) led to a similar

result, although it appears that the patterns developed by his subjects

after 50 NCO: ~ = .5 preliminary trials were somewhat less complicated

than those developed in the present experiment after 400 trials and a

variety of schedules. A number of previous studies have found that

subjects in a binary prediction experiment report searching for patterns

(e,g" Nies, 1962). Feldman (1963) has attempted to simulate "hypothesis

testing" behavior in the binary prediction situation, using as data a
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subject's trial by trial descriptions of the reasons for his responses.

Of course1his technique puts a premium on a hypothesis testing strategy;

the subject is expected to come up with some sensible rationale for each

response. In the present experiment, so far as could be determined, the

50 subjects included in the analysis were not aware of the 6 = 1

contingencies, and the patterns discovered in Phase VI appeared to be

generated by strategies that were common to all phases of the experiment.

That is, some subjects were searching for patterns throughout the experi

ment and the 6 = 1 contingencies gave these subjects a chance to con

firm a plausible hypothesis. These contingencies also give the experi

menter a relatively objective means of discovering the characteristics

of subjects' hypotheses at any point in a binary prediction experiment.

This last would be important in evaluating any binary prediction model

based on hypothesis testing notions.

In view of the fact that the N element model is quite accurate

at the level of group mean statistics, it seems clear that an adequate

model designed to account for idiosyncratic "pattern" responding on the

part of some subjects under 6 = 1 contingencies will have to yield

group mean predictions for simple contingent schedules that are close

to N element model predictions. ~ather than speculate on possible

models of this sort we leave the problem for future research.
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APPENDIX A

Our object here is to show that in the case of NCO reinforcement

with 0
1

probability rr, the linear model with experimenter-subject

controlled events (1,4) implies (105), i.e.,

(a.l)

where Poo has the limiting distribution of (p ), i.e., E(P~)
n

= lim
n--7 OO

kE(p }.
n

The proof depends only on the symmetry of the responses

in the model. We have

(a.2) E(Pn+l) = E(E(Pn+l1pn})

= E[rr[p (p + 81(1 - P }) + (1 - P ) (p + 82(1 - P )) 1
n n n n n n

+ (1 - rr)[p (p - 8
2

P ) + (1 - p)(p - 81 P ) lJn n n n n n

which simplifies to

E(p ) = E[P + p2 [81 (1 - 2rr) - 82(1 - 2rr) 1
n+l n n

or, rearranging



Now we can consider the same situation from the standpoint of with

the substitutions (1 - poo) for Poo and 1 - n for n. In this case

(a.5) holds in the form

(a.6) 0 = (el - e2)2(1 - n)E[poo(l - poo)] - elE[poo(l - poo)]

2- e2E[(1 - poo) ] + e2(1 - n).

Subtracting (a.6) from (a.5) yields (a.l), which completes the proof.

E(p (1 - P » is positive unless the limiting distribution is concentrated
"" ""

at the end points, which can happen only when el = e
2

= 1, or e
2

= O.

The first case matches, the second implies absorption at the end points

with probability one, i.e., almost every p sequence converges to zero
n

or one. (Of course the two cases are not equivalent; when e
2

'" a the

process is not ergodic in the sense of Lamperti and Suppes. The proof

here assumes ergodicity.)
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APPENDIX B

This appendix outlines the derivations of equations (2.6)-(2,17) of

Chapter 2,. All of these results are obtained in roughly the same manner,

consequently only a few of the derivations are carried out in detail.

The assumptions of the c-e-N model are given by Al-A4 of

Chapter 2 (p. 24). For convenience we review the notation:

Wi (i = 1, 2, ••• ,N) denotes stimulus element i, w. the all,n

response probability "attached to" Wi at the beginning of trial n,

W(n) the vector of al response probabilities (wl ' ... , w
N

),
,n ,n

and w the mean of the components of W( n) : w = ~ I w. . The eventn . n i l,n

that element W. is sampled on trial n is denoted by W. . Recall
l l,n

that according to Al-A4, w = w. if W.. is not sampled on
i,n+l 1,D 1

trial n; if Wi is sampled (with probability liN), then with proba-

bility c, w. 1 = (1 - e)w. + eO , while with probability 1 - c,
l,n+ l,n n

wi,n+l = wi,n' We suppose that ce > O. Clearly under any NCO schedule

(w(n)):=l is a vector valued Markov process. Furthermore it is clear

that (W(n)) is ergodic in the sense of Chapter 3, p, 33; this follows

from the ergodicity of the RTI model for NCO schedules, which in turn

follows from the results of Lamperti and Suppes (1963, Theorem 4.1).

We begin with the mean learning curve (eq. (2.6)). In general we

have, for k = 1, 2, ".



~ -& 2:: E(w. +kIW(m + l)}
i 1,m

Now

E(w. +k1w(m + l)} ~ E(E(w. +k1w. +k lw(m + l)}]W(m + l)}l,m 1,m 2,m-

Ce) ce I
~ E((l - N wi,m+k-l + N 11 W(m + l} •

ce
Let £ ~ N' Then we have the recursion

(b.O) E(Wi,m+k1w(m + l)} ~ (1 - £)E(Wi,m+k_l1w(m + l)} + 11£

(1

from which it follows that

I ( ( )k-l- ()k-lP(Al,m+k W m + l)} ~ 1 - £ wm+l + 11[1 - 1 - £ ].

Taking expectations yields

(b.l) PtA } (1 ")k-lp(A ) (1 (1 _ ")k-l)l,m+k ~ - ~ l,m+l + 11 - ~

Equation (2.6) follows from (b.l) by setting m ~ 0, k ~ n. Also,

(b.l) implies
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where n! = 1, n~ = 00 This substantiates the claim on po 26 regarding

the quantity (201.6)0

Next, let i t j 0 It is easily shown that

and it follows that

(
1 _ 2C8) V ..

N lJ,n

2
n

Consequently lim Cov(w. , w. )
n--7 OO J.,n J,n

0. It is also easy to show that

V2,oo = lim V2 n
n--7 00 '

lim E(w~ )
l nn--7 00 '

2
= 2n (1 - 8) + n8

2 - 8

We denote the right hand side of (b.3) by {o Combining (b.2) and (b.3)

we have

(b.4) lim E((W
n

)2} = %[{ + (N _ 1):rr2 ] •
n--. 00

Now to prove (2.7) we have

lim P(Al 11 Al 01 ) = 12 lim P(Al 101 Al ), n+ J n J n , n+ , n , nn--7 00 1t n-,) 00

P(Al +101 Al ),n ,n ,n E(P(Al +101 Al IW( n) }},n ,n ,n

P(Al ~101 Al IW(n)),n ,n ,n 2: 2: PiAl +lW, +101 Al W. 1W( n) }.. ... ,n. J,n ,n,n l,n
l J
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peAl +101 Al /W(n)) = II P(Al +lW, +101 Al W. /W(n)},n ,u ,n .. ,n J,n ,n ,n l,n
1 J

= 11 I [I-N
l

peAl +llw. +101 Al W. wen)}] -N
l

w." In J,n ,n.,n l,n l,n
1 J

= 11 I [1
i N

·~w. + -Nl [w. + ce(l - w. )]] -Nl w.
. . J,n l,n l,n l,n
J 1

11
-if'

2ce I w.
i l,n

Taking expectations and passing to the limit we have (using (b.3) and

(b.4))

11 2 2 ce cell
lim peAl +101 Al ) ~ N [7 + (N - 1)11 ] + 11 If - -rr- 7 ,
n----:lo 00 ,ll ,n ,n

and dividing by 112 yields (2.7). The other first order sequential

probabilities (2.8)-2.10) are computed in the same way. Equations

(2,11)-(2.14) follow from (2.7)-(2.10) by elementary probability

principles. Equation (2.17)--the "remote effects" of an 02 outcome-

is easily obtained by the same method used to compute the learning

curve. All that remains are the asymptotic covariance of An" An+k,

and the asymptotic variance of the number of a 's per block.
1

The last

follows directly from the covariance expression. Consequently we

conclude by outlining the computation of lim COV(An, An+k):
n----:lo 00 .

l)P(A = 1)
n

1, A
n

1)
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- IIp(A k ~ 1, W. +kAl W. IW(n)) °
i j n+ J, n ,n 1, n

~ llw. +kAl W. W(n)JJ,n ,n l,n

w.
..2:.zE

N °

Now, let W*(n} denote a fixed value of W(n), ioeo, the vector with

components w'!l ',n w"':N 0,n Then

liw. +kAl W. W*(n)) ~ -N
l {1 E(w. +k1w. +1 ~ w~JJ,n ,n l,n .. J,n J,n J

J 1

+ crtE(w. +k1w. +1 ~ (1 - e)w~ + eJl,n l,n l,n

+ c(l - rt)E(w. +k1w. +1 ~ (1 - e)w7 Jl,n l,n l,n

+ (1 - c)E(w. +k1w. +1 ~ w7 J} 0l,n l,n l,n

Using (boO), this simplifies to

1
Multiplying by - w and summing over i, we obtain

N i,n

- k-l
~JtW(l-(l-£) )

n
( ) k-l - 2 )k-l!- 1 \' 2 )+ 1-£ (w) +£(1-£ wrt--NLw.

n ' n l,n
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Taking expectations with respect to W(n) yields

P(Al +k' Al ),ll ,u

In the limit then

( )k-l 2
+ £ 1 - £ (rr - I') •

Subtracting rr2 yields (2.15).
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